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Abstract
This thesis presents a theory of retail chains. A retail chain is defined as a set of spatially distributed stores selling a common product and sharing a common brandname.

The theory shows that economies of scale in production and transportation costs are
necessq, but not sufficient, as an explanation of such chains, for these two factors
alone cannot explain spatial branding-the

sharing of a comrnon brandname across a

set of spatially distributed stores.
The theory explains spatial branding by treating geographic space differently from
other product-attribute spaces and, in particular, by doing away with the traditional
assumption that the consumer has a fixed most-preferred geographic location. This
assumption contradicts the fact that consumers often travel for reasons exogenous
to their demand for rnany goods. When they travel, they take their demand for
such goods with them, finding spatial distribution convenient and spatial branding

informative.
When a consumer tries a new brand she learns a little bit about its attributes.
Such information is important; not for the purpose of risk reduction, for the consumer
is risk neutral, but rather for the purpose of improving future decisions. However,
even perfect information has zero value if it never gets used, and the consumer's travel
pattern puts a constraint on her ability to use such information. Retail chains restore
the consumer's incentive to try the brand by providing a large chain with stores

Iocated dong primary travel routes. The better a chah's coverage of the consumer's
travel pattern, the greater her incentive to try the brand for the greater the likelihood
that she will find the information contained in that purchase useful in future purchase
decisions.
It is shown that the value of information contained in a purchase from a brand
is convex in the size of the brand's retail chain. In discrete geographic space, this
convexity implies a minimum-informative scale for a retail chain: consumers will not
try the brand until its chain is of minimum-informativesize. In contirmous geographic
space, this convexity results in the probability of first purchase from the brmd also
being convex. As such, the local-market share enjoyed by each store in the brand's
chain is increasing in the size of its chain. Further, the speed with wbich a brand's local
market share converges to its long-run value is shown to be increasing in the size of
the brand's chain. This result is of particular importance for it is entirely independent

of the forward-looking nature of consumers-i.e.

it holds even if consumers behave

myopically. A direct implication of this result is that not all brands wilI want to
be spatially branded, some will prefer to remain independent single-store operations.
Finally, the thesis concludes by demonstrating the implications these results have for
the theory of franchising.
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Chapter 1
Spatial Distribution and Retail
Chains
1.1

Introduction to the Theory of Retail Chains

Retail chains abound. Rom Starbuck's, to McDonaldYs,to Holiday Inns,one is likely
not too fax fiom where you are. "Chains are one of the dominant forms of organization of our times, with a single chah often having hundreds, even thousands, of
units operating under a common trademark in diverse locations. Yet despite their
importance we lmow very little about how c h a h work."(Bradach 1998, p. 1)
Why do retail c h a h exist? Clearly, before we c m explain the success of retail
chains, we must explain their existence. The two are obviously connected: existence
is a necessary condition for success. However, despite the amazing success of retail
chains, explmations for their existence are far fiom complete. This thesis seeks an

explmation for the existence of retail chains.
Retail chains exist in a variety of forrns and sell a diverse set of products and
services. As such, it would be surprising if any one theory could explain their existence

in al1 of their forms, and no such claim is made here. Nonetheless, the theory put
forward herein is relevant to all chairs, albeit some more than others. Exactly which
chahs are best suited to the proffered explanation will become apparent as the theory

is developed.

1.1.1

Retail Chains: A Definition

Just as existence is a necessary condition for success, definition is a necessary condition
for explanation. Before something c m be explained, it must fist be defined. What
attributes do retail chahs possess, and what services do they provide, which other

firrns do not? What distinguishes retail chains? A retail chain is here formdy d e h e d
as f0ll0ws:~

Definition 1.1 A Retail Chain. A retail chain is a set of spatially d2stributed
stores s e l h g a common pruduct and sharing a common brandname.
It might be added that retail chains typically locate along highways and other
major thoroughfares, in airports and bus terminals, and many other locations where
a mobile population of consumers can be found. However, the more an object is
dehed, the less there is to explain. So rather than considering locational-choice a
defining attribute of retail chains, the present work will consider this an object of
explanation.

The theory of retail chains is not only important in its own right , but also for the
theory of franchising. Almost invariably, theoretical work on retail chains is centered
around the kanchise relationship. This is understandable, for franchising has both
empirical and theoretical import. Empirically, fkanchised establishments account for
'Some authors (e.g. ~ o s and
h McLafTerty (1987)) prefer the term LLoutlet-network''
to "chah".

The latter will be used here because it is briefer and because the concept it denotes in common usage
does not difFer significantly fkom that of theory.
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over forty percent of retail sales in North America.(Bradach 1998, p. 1) Theoretically,
"[tlhe fianchise relation raises fundamental questions concerning the nature of the
h m and the extent of its integration." (Caves and Murphy II 1976, p. 572)2

Yet franchising and retail chains should not be confused. Frarnchising is an organizational structure used by some retail c h a i ~ s Thus
. ~ explanations for the existence
and form of the fkanchise relationship are not explanations for the existence and form
of retail chains. Many retail chains are not fianchised at all, yet the two terms are
often used interchmgeably, as if they represented identical concepts. Obviously, any
theory of franchising must be consistent with the theory of retail chahs. Thus, by
contributing to the theory of retail chains, it is hoped that this work c m also contribute to the theory of franchising. A start along these lines is made in Chapter

7.

1.2
1.2.1

Explaining Spatial Distribution
Economies of Scale in Production

A common explanation for the existence of retail chains is that such chains exist
to realize econornies of scale in p r o d ~ c t i o n .Such
~
explanations are to be expected,
for retail chains are fims: they produce for resale. As such, economies of scale are
necessary for their existence. In the absence of scale economies, srnad scale production
2The econornic and business literature contains many explanations for both the existence and form
of the fianchise relationship. See Dnes (1996) for a review of the academic literature on Çanchising.
For accounts of the historical developments of chah stores and franchising in the United States see
Hollander and Ornura (1989) and Dicke (1992), respectively.
3The fianchise contract is esentidy a fixed-term licencing agreement that entitles a franchisee to
use the business format and other intellectual capital of the franchisor to distribute products and/or
services in a manner specified in the contract. Franchising and its relationship t o the present work
is discussed in Chapter 7.
L L E c ~ n ~of
m scale
i e ~ in production" is a phrase used to describe a situation where the cost per
unit fdls as the number of units produced per period increases.
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would be efficient. Each consumer could produce the product efficiently for herself,
so firms,including retail chains, simply need not exist.
There is Little doubt that econornies of scde are important to the success of retail
~ h a i n s . Yet,
~
these econornies are necessary for the existence of any fkm, and we
should not expect retail chains to be any different. Many of these economies could also
be had by a purchasing association. As such, they do not constitute a distinguishing
attribute of retail chains. More to the point, while necessary, scde economîes are
simply not sufficient as an explanation for existence of retail chains, for scale econornies

alone camot explain why a retail chah is comprised of a set of spatidy distributed
stores, or why such stores share a common brandname. Economies of scale alone
carmot explain the existence of ret ail chahs.

1.2.2

Transportation Costs

ferhaps the presence of consumer transportation costs can further an explanation of
retail chains. In the absence of such costs, there would be little reason for the existence
of more than one store, or for those stores to be spatially distributed. Consumers could
simply travel to one store, which presumably is producing efficiently in the presence of
scale economies. Thus, like economies of scale, transportation costs must necessarily
Yet some have questioned t heir importance. For example,
"The McDonald's worker takes as long to grili a patty as the lunch cornter's shortorder cook requises. The chah employee probably does achieve higher output because
of steadier flow of customers. However, the short-order cook's output can be attributed
to his labor dong with the efforts of perhaps three or four other workers in the business.
At McDonald's there are hundreds of people working behind the scenes. ... McDonald's
has a personnel staff where assistant vice presidents ponder the problems of overseeing
an international workforce. There are armies of inspectors and staff architects to plan
buildings. Whatever efficiencies may be achieved in the McDonald's kitchen may be
partidy negated by the inefficiencies involved in rtuining a large chain. (Luxenburg
1985, p. 97)
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be present for retail chains to exist.
Clearly transportation costs must play an important role in any theory of retail
chains. These costs enter the theory of retail chains developed in th& thesis by defining
the set of goods for which spatial distribution is of particular importance:

Definition 1.2 A wnvenience good is a product for which transportation wsts,
and other inwnvenience costs, are a significant fraction of the gross social surplus

derived from the good.
Spatial distribution exists to reduce the transport ation costs of acquiring the product. So long as the costs of an additional store are less than the transportation-cost
savings enjoyed by consumers, there are gains Fom trading such costs. If transportation costs were not si@cant,

there would be little reason to have more than one store,

or for those stores to be spatidy distributed. As such, retail chains are of greatest
import in the provision of relatively inexpensive goods-Le.

convenience goods. Only

when transport ation costs constitute a significant fiaction of the gross social surplus
derived from the product does the convenience provided by a spatially distributed set
of stores have value.6 Retail chains excel in the provision of convenience goods by
rninimizing the transportation costs and other inconvenience costs of the consumer.
Convenience goods are typically srnd-ticket items within the general clas of consuniption goods. Like most useful concepts, however, the concept of a convenience
good cannot be clearly delineated. Even expensive consumer durables need to be
somewhat convenient: no one wmts to drive out of tom, even to buy a new car. The
relative insignificance of transportation costs in the full cost of acquiring such durables
is, however, reinforced by the relatively greater significance of scale economies at the
6Grosssocial surplus per unit is the value the consumer places on the good (gross of all acquisition
costs) less the total unit cost of production. For convenience goods, transportation costs per unit
distance are significant, so such costs will quickly dissipate this gross surplus. As a result, the
consumer will not travel fm to obtain such goods.
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level of the store. Since durable goods are expensive, distributors face large fixed costs
of holding inventory. These fixed costs result in scaleeconomies at the level of the
store and, therefore, the need to serve a greater market.7 As such, the role of spatial
distribution in the provision and acquisition of consumer durables, while significant,
is less important than in the provision and acquisition of convenience goods.'

1.2.3

The Hotelling Mode1

The explanatory role of economies of scale and transportation costs in the spatial
distribution of firm has been elegantly formalized for years using the Hotelling mode1
of geographic differentiation. The mode1 is not only elegant, but extremely powerful.
Using just these two factors, the mode1 can easily explain the existence of a set of
spatially distributed stores offering a common product. The explanatory power of
the mode1 is further increased wit h the introduction of location-specific and productspecific capital. Together, such factors can go a long way in explaining not only the
geographic density of such stores, but the profitability of various business stralegies
'Alrnost invariably, it is the convenient servicing of consumer durables which ultimately justifies
the use of spatial distribution in these cases. Department-store chains are similar to durable-good
chains. Spatial distribution plays less of a role in both cases due to economies of scale at the level of
the store and willingness of the consumer to travel farther to purchase the goods sold by such stores.
Economies of scale a t the store level should be carefdly distinguished from those at the brand, or
chain, level. The latter economies are associated with the production of factors cornmon to all stores
in the chain. Since stores in the c h i n are offering a common product, or business format, it is often
possible to centrally produce (or purchase) some of these items and then distribute them to member
stores. Obviously, it is these economies which would tend to increase the importance of chains, and
not scale econornies at the level of the store. Other things equal, scale economies at the level of the
individual store would imply fewer stores per square unit-distance, and therefore a smaller role for
chains. It can be expected, therefore, that the relative importance of the c h a h in the distribution
of the product should increase with the importance of scale economies a t chah level relative to that
at the store level. See Section 2.1 for more on consumer durables.
8Department store chains are very similar to capital good chains in that the consumer is typically
making substantial expenditures on a number of products and, therefore, is u s u d y wiliing to traveI
farther to get to such a store (formally, the consumer surplus is greater in such purchases). As
such, the role of spatial distribution, wMe significant, is less important than in the provision of
convenience goods.
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such as early entry, excess capacity, entry deterrence, horizontal integration, collusion,
etc.g
Clearly retail chains provide convenience within the bounds imposed by efficient
production. But they

&O

provide much more. Not al1 that fundamentally defines a

retail chain c m be explained on the basis of econornies of scale and transportation
costs. The Hotelling model c m explain the existence of a set of spatially distributed
stores offering a comrnon product. Yet, in such a model, a consumer typicdy buys
from only one store. Thus why would such stores share a commun brand name? The
same transportation costs which are necessary for a set of spatially dlstributed stores
results in the consumer purchasing her product £rom only one store. Thus the role
played by brandname sharing in such a model is limited at best. This argument is
sumniarized as follows:l0
Proposition 1.1 Economies of scale in production and transportation costs are nec-

essay, but not suficient, as an explanation for the existence of retail chains. Ewnomies
of scale are necessary for the existence of any firm, and transpo7Ttation costs are nec-

essary for a firm to have spatially distributed stores. Yet while these two factors can
explain the existence of a set of spatially distributed stores oflering a w m m o n product,

they cannot explain why such stores share a common brandname.
9A vast literature covers these arguments. Nonetheless, on the role of economies of scale and
transportation costs in the spatial distribution of stores see especially Hotelling (1929), Kaldor
(1935), Eaton and Lipsey (1977) and Lancaster (1979). Current theory often views geographic
space and other preference spaces symmetrically, treating spatial distribution as just another type
of product dserentiation. The present thesis argues against this approach. A reader u n f d a r
with t h e economic theory of product differentiation can find a good explication in Eaton and Lipsey
(1989).
1°Additional support for this proposition c m be found in Section 3.1.2. The proposition formally
requires the consumer to have a fixed most-preferred geographic location as traditionally assurned
in the Hotelling fiamework.
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Possible Explanations for Brandnarne-Sharing

In this section, two common arguments for brandnamesharing are examined:

(2)

economies of scale in advertising, and (ii) risk aversion of the consumer.

1.3.1

Economies of Scale in Advertising

It might be said that the argument of the previous section has gone too far. That,
in fact, economîes of scale and transportation costs are sufficient as an explanation of
the existence of retail chains. That, by just extending the concept of scale economies
to include economies of scale in advertising, the sharing of a brandname by a set of
spatially distributed stores c m be explained. By sharing and advertising a common
brandname, the presumably fixed costs of advertising can be spread over a greater
nmber of outlets.
While this is true, it sirnply shifts the burden of explanation. Now the question is:

Why advertise? Explanations for advertising are typicdy grounded in the consumer
having some sort of imperfect information. For example, the consumer may know
her own preferences, but not the attributes of the product. Advertising then either
directly inforrns the consumer of such attributes, or provides an indirect signal of their
level. Alternatively, even if the attributes of the brand are known, the consumer may
not know what it is like to consume such a bundle of attributes. Advertising then
gives the consumer a feel for such consumption by shaping the image of the product
(real or not) in the consumer's rnind.ll
These arguments provide good explanations for advertising by mmy fims. However, being constructed to explain advertising by a n y firm whatsoever, these arguments do not take advantage of the particulars of the market environment which retail

chains have evolved to serve. In particular, economies of scale in advertising sufïers
"A more detailed discussiori of these arguments can be found in the Appendix to this chapter.
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as an explanation for brandnarne-shming in retail chains, for such an explanation is
neither sufficiently general, nor sufficiently specific. The explanation is not sufficiently
general since it does not allow for the existence of independent single-store brands.
An explanation of branding and retail chains should be general enough to allow for
the existence of such brands, but an explanation built around scale economies does
not: in the presence of scale economies, all brands should have large chai-.

Further,

the explanation is not saciently specific, for it is not formdy connected to consumer
rnobility. Advertising influences the choice of any and al1 consumers, independent of
their degree of mobility. Being disconnected kom consumer mobility, such arguments
cannot explain the observed locational choices typicdy made by retail chains. Retail
chains tend to locate their stores where consumers are highly mobile, such as bus
stations, airports, and dong highways. But econornies of scale in advertising exist
regarrdless of where such stores are located.

1.3.2

Risk Aversion and the Argument of Familiarity

Another cornmon explanation for retâil chains and brandnamesharing is the Argument of Familiarity: the consumer chooses the familiar brand over one which is
unfamiliar. For example, in their fundamental work on franchising, Oxenfeldt and

Thornpson (1968, p. 4) state:
No single factor will account for the startling expansion of franchising
during the last decade. It appears that much of modern franchising is
linked to the development of the automobile which creates highly mobile
customers who seek f d a r and reliable services related to food, lodging,
auto repair and travel.

Why does the consumer value farniliarity? Obviously risk aversion could explain
the choice of a familiar brand over one which is unfamiliar. However, risk aversion is
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both ernpirically insigdicant and theoretically unnecessary. Risk aversion is empirically insignificant since retail chains typicdy seil inexpensive goods. As such, risk
aversion is unlikely to be an important factor in the purchase decisions of consumers.
The lack of a warranty on the attributes of these goods testifies to the la& of a significmt risk premium. Theoretically, the assumption of risk aversion is unnecessary,
for so long as the value of the familiar brand is greater than the expected value of
the unfamiliar brand, the former will still be chosen. In fact, this argument was made
by Akerlof (1970) in the conclusion of his seminal, and now classic, article on adverse
selection:
Chains-such as hotel chains or restaurant chains-are

sirnilm to brand

names. ... These restaurants, at least in the United States, most often
appear on interurban highways. The consumers are seldom local. The
reason is that these well-known chains offer a better hamburger than the
average local restaurant; at the same tirne, the local customer, who knows

his area, can usually choose a place he prefers. (p. 500, italics in original)
Clearly risk aversion is not a good explanation for the existence of retail chains.12
However, with or without the introduction of risk aversion, the Argument of Familiarity camot serve as an explanation for the existence of such chains, for this argument
is incomplete.

By assuming the consumer is more familiar with one brand than with the other,
the Argunent of Familiarity puts the cart before the horse. Until it can be explained
how the consumer came to be more familiar with one brand, this argument simply
begs the question. To explain the choice of one brand over another on the basis of its
familiarity borders on circularity. A complete theory of branding must explain how
'2~xpianations
of advertising are also often grounded in risk aversion, and therefore s d e r for the
same reason.

a brand cornes to be adopted by the consumer in the first place. You simply cannot
explain the popularity of a brand by arguing that it is popular, or the existence of

a large retail c h a h by arguing that it is large. What must be explained is how the
brand came to be familiar and how the chah came to be large.
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Appendix: Economies of Scale in Advertising

Economies of scale in advertising provides a possible explanation for the sharing of
a brandname across spatially distributed stores. The strength of the explanation
of brandnarne sharing is, however, determined by the strength of the explanation for
advertising. Why advertise? Advertising is an activity which should produce value for
the consumer if there are to be gains from trade. Typically, explmations of advertising
are built around a presumption that the consumer lacks perfect information about
either (i) the existence or attributes of the brand, or (zi) her preferences over such
attributes.
Even if a consumer has perfect information about the attributes of a brand, she
may still not be sure whether this bundle of attributes would be to her liking. If
consumers are unsure about their preferences, there rnay be room to rnould those
preferences through advertising. This approach to branding builds on work done
in theoretical psychology and sociology, and is typical of theory found in business
journals. l3 Advertising is viewed as shaping the image of the brand in the consumer's
mind. Whether this image is purely irnaginary, or founded in real attributes of the

brand, such advertising serves to distinguish the brand from other brands in the same
product group, perhaps reducing price cornpetition in the process.
While it would appear that much of modern advertising attempts to shape the
preferences of consumers towards the brand, this approach contrasts s i g d c m t l y
from that typically taken by economists. In theoretical economics, the consumer is
u s u d y assumed to be sovereign: she knows what she wants, she just might not know
what is available. Put more formdy, consuniers have well-defined preferences over
13For an excelient introduction to this approach on branding, see Keller (1998).
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product-attributes; but lacking knowledge of these attributes, they find advertising
either directly informative, or indirectly informative as a signal of such attributes.
For example, in their important work on the theory of franchising, Mathewson and
Winter (1985, p. 504) offer the following explanation:
The principal ingredient in most franchise contracts is the fknchisee's
right to use a national brand n m e in exchange for a share of profits
to the fianchisor. A significant increase in the use of fianchise systems
occurred in the mid- 1950s with an apparent increase in the efficiency of
national brmd names. This we attribute to three factors. First, the
development of television meant that there was a more efficient nationwide
information technology, reducing the cost of establishing national brand
names. Second, an increase in travel by consumers meant that consumers
were more often shopping in darniliar geographic areas, in which national
but not local brand names would serve as signals of quality, enhancing the
value of a national brand name. Finally, a continuing increase in the real
incorne of consumers led to a further increase in the opportunity costs of
search in retail markets, again enhancing the information value of brand
names. l4
The focus of their paper is £imchising, and the rest of their paper deals with that
important topic. Nonetheless, what is being ofTered here is an explanation for the

'%imilarIy,in another important article on franchising, Caves and Murphy II (1976, p. 574) state:
Some franchised goods and services are purchased by mobile customers in local markets where they do not regularly shop. The cost of search for them is very high relative to
the expected benefit; the assurance provided by the franchise trademark of a minimum
level of quality in an alien market becomes particularly valuable to the buyer and thus
c m yield a reat to the producer.
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sharing of a brandname across spatially distributed stores. The explanat ion emphasizes the costs associated with the search by a mobile consumer who finds herself in an
unfiLI13iliar geographic location. The consumer knows her own preferences, but does

not know the quality of each brand. National, but not local, advertising serves as a
signal of quality, reducing the "search costs" of the consumer.
The signalling argument for the existence of retail chains is then that advertising
acts as a signal of quality to consumers prior to purchase; that prior knowledge of
quality has value to consumers; that the firm can capture the custom of consumers
by expending resources on advertising; and, finally, that the cost of this signal can be

lowered by spreading these advertising expenditures over a greater nurnber of stores.
Signalling arguments have been used to explain the use of advertising and other
market mechanisms in situations of both adverse selection and moral hazard. For example, in cases of adverse selection, quality is k e d , perhaps through past investment
decisions, and the consumer must determine which firms produce high quality and
which produce low. In such cases,
In order for advertising to be an effective signal, high-quality firms
must be able to recover advertising costs while low-quality firm cannot. Consumers must also be well enough informed about costs to realize
that advertising is profitable for high-quality but not for low-quality firns.
(Kihlstrom and Riordan 1984, p. 429)
However, technology may be such that the firm can vary quality from time to time,
if it so chooses. If such is the case, the consumer then faces a moral haxard problem
with respect to each firm's choice of quality. Here too, signalhg models have been
applied. For example, Klein and Leffler (1981) have argued that high quality may be
signaled through the use of a pricepremium which rewards the firm for maintaining

a high-quality product. In such a model,
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Consumers are assumed to behave as if they know the cost functions of

firrns, and, given the prices charged, they can put thernselves in the firm's
position and calculate whether the benefit of producing high-quality items
and maintaining a good reputation is greater than the cost involved. They
are thus able to infer indirectly the quality of goods a profit-maxirnizing

firm produces, even though they cannot directly observe it. (Allen 1984,
311)

Such models have greatly improved our understanding of quality uncertainty and
the market mechanisms used to help reduce its severity. Nonetheless, both modelç
suffer from a similar criticism: they simply shift the burden of knowledge possessed
by the consumer. Rather than knowing sornething about an observable product, the

consumer is assumed to know something about the unobservable cost structure of
the fkm. No doubt it is possible for a consumer to la& knowledge of the product's
quality, yet possess knowledge of the product's cost. Mrhile possible, however, this is
improbable.

Even more important, while a consumer may know how a fini's cost structure
should Vary with quality, there are many other attributes of a product which a consumer values and which have no clear relationship to costs. Should a sweeter product
cost more, or l a s , than one that is less sweet? Cleazly there is much more to a product than simple quality. Further, even if it is possible to advertise every conceivable
attribute of a product, we are still left with the possibility that the consumer herself
may not know whether she would like such a combination of attributes-at

least until

she tries the product . Fortunately for the consumer of inexpensive convenience goods,
she c m do just that: try it; so knowledge of the firm's cost structure is not necessary.

Perhaps advertising as a signal of quality is more applicable to the case of consumer durables, since the consumer c a ~ ocheaply
t
try such goods and many of their
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attributes (such as durability) will only become known after considerable use.15 But
here the role of the retail chain in the distribution of durable goods is more limited.

As mentioned previously, retail chains, almost by definition, sell convenience goods:
products for which transport ation costs (and other inconvenience costs, such as waiting time, etc.) are a sipificant fiaction of the gross social surplus derived from the
good. If such costs were not an important factor in the purchase decision of the
consumer, there would be little need for more than one store, or for those stores to
be spatially distributed. Durable goods, on the other hand, are typically expensive

and offer many periods of utility. Because of their expense, conçumers search and
research the characteristics of such goods before purchase, and advertising may (directly and/or indirectly) aid them in this task. But while search and research costs
play a significant role in the purchase decision of a durable good, the cost of travelling
to acquire the good typically does not. The transportation costs associated with the
acquisition of such goods are typically small relative to the surplus derived, so the
need for retail chains in the provision of such goods is more limited.16

-

5Nonetheless,even here it would seem that warranties might provide the best signal of all. Perhaps
advertising warranties the warra&y by signalling to the consumer that the firm expects to recoup
their investment in advertising over many years of faithfid service to the customer.
160f course retail chahs do seil durable goods, but the provision of such goods through the chah
distribution system is typicially for the purpose of servicing such goods, usually under warranty.

Chapter 2
Temporal Branding and The Value

of Informat ion
2.1

Temporal and Spatial Branding

Professor Akerlof's essential insight is correct: "Chains ... are similar t o brand names."

At the heart of the success of retail chains lies the consumer7sability to make two
fundamental associations: (i) associate a particular store with a pmticular chain, and

(ii) associate a particdm chah with a particdar set of products and services. Retail
chains facilitate the first association by having stores share a common brandname;
they accomplish the second association by having these stores offer a common set of
products and services.

Branding is a convention which warrants consistency. Under this convention, the
consumer pools sample information obtained from separate purchases of the product
made under the same brandname to form a single subjective estimate of the value

of the next purchase made under that brand. Purchases of the product may be
separated by both time and space. As such, branding can be aaturally decomposed
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into its spatial and temporal components. Spatial branding warrants consistency at
a point in time across stores sharing a common brandname. In contrast , temporal
branding warrants consistency of a particular store over the time for wbich the
brandname is used.

2.1.1

Moneyasan Analog

The relationship between spatial and temporal functions of branding is much like
that which exists between the medium-of-exchange asd the store-of-value functions
of money. Money and branding are both conventions which, to the extent they are
followed, serve to reduce the costs of exchange by facilitating a double coincidence of
wants.
Money is anything which is held because it is generally and readily accepted in
exchange for goods and services. This convention warrants the belief of the consumer
that, prior to negotiating the exchange, she has what the seller wants. However, money
just facilitates one side of the double coincidence of wants; advertising and branding
facilitate the other. In particular, advertising typically identifies the merchant as
selling products within a particular product group, whereas branding allows the consumer to distinguish products within the group. Once a brand has been purchased,
the costs of subsequent exchanges are reduced. Branding is a convention which warrants the belief of the consumer that , prior to negotiating subsequent exchanges, the
seller has what she wants. These conventions reduce the costs of exchange, and the

value of each depends on the extent to which the convention is foilowed.
These conventions are supported by a myriad of market mechanisms. For example,
the use of central bank notes as a generally accepted medium of exchange is supported
by governrnent fiat through the concept of "legal tender." The central bank further
supports the use of its own notes, and the chequable and debitable deposits issued
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by private sector banks, by voluntarily controllhg inflation. As well, private sector
banks maint ain their own credit wort hiness by voluntarily holding sterile cash reserves,
so the deposits they create through their extemion of loans will also h d generd

acceptability.
Branding, too, is supported by law. In fact, until the beginning of this century,
trademark licensing (such as that contained within a fkancbise contract) was not allowed by American courts as it was contrary to the prevailing %ource theory" of
trademark use.' According to this theory, the function of a trademark was to indicate
the source of a product. Thus permîtting the use of a mark by more than one person
violated that function. However, with the increasing use of fianchking in the development of spatial distribution systems, the courts gradually relaxed their stance on
trademark use, moving away from the "source theory" towards a "guarantee theory"
of trademark use. Under this new theory, codified in Section 5 of the 1946 Lanham
mademark Act, a trademark could be used by "related companies", where a "related
company" was d e h e d to be one that is controlled by the registrant of the trademark
as to the nature and quality of the goods or services with which the trademark is

used. Thus consistency is a necessary requirement for the valid use of a trademark.

This requirernent of consistency is recognized by retail chahs, and reflected in the
strict restrictions imposed on franchisees in their franchise contracts.
Legd requirements notwithstanding, in the end, rnoney and branding are simply conventions. Both conventions struggle to maintain a consistent standard while
adapting to meet the changing requirements demanded by the markets within which
they function. These conventions are valued, for they increase the gains £rom trade.

As such, market participants expect these conventions to be followed, and are often
l See

Thompson (1971,p. 13).

surprised when they are not. Nonetheles, in particular economies experiencing periods of hyperidation or bank runs, the monetary convention may break d o m . So too
with branding. A particular market rnay experience hard times. If such a market is

susceptible to moral hazard by producers, the currency of branding may be expected
to c a r y little store of value, and the convention breaks down. But such cases are the
exception, not the rule.

2.2

The Value of Information: A Mode1 of Temporal Branding

Branding creates value for the consumer in a variety of ways. The mode1 of this section
demonstrates that branding gives value to the information the consumer obtains frorn
trying the product. Since the consumer is risk-neutral, this information has no value
in risk reduction. This is important since retail chains are of particular significance
in the distribution of convenience goods: inexpensive goods for which there is Little,
if any, risk p r e m i ~ m .The
~ information derives its value by improving the consumer's
future purchase decisions. Obviously future purchases take place in both time and
space. Each of these dimensions creates a role for branding. This chapter builds a
simple mode1 of temporal branding which will be expanded upon in the analysis of
spatial branding contained in the chapters to follow.
2As applied within this thesis the concept of %sk premium" is here defined to be the reduction in
expected surplus the consumer is willing to accept in order to eliminate al1 variability in the outcome
of the purchase. The argument made here is that because convenience goods are inexpensive they
represent a s m d garnble to overall consumer welfare and, therefore, would be taken on actuaridy
fair odds. Put somewhat more formally, the utility function of the consumer is approximately h e a r
for srnail changes.
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2.2.1

Brand Selection as a Bandit Problem

Consider a risk-neutral consumer faced with a choice between two brands of unknown
value (Le. consumer sur plu^).^ After she purchases a brand, she learns a little bit
about its value which can be used to improve her future purchase decisions. The
consumer would like a sequence of brand selections which rnaximize the expected
present value of utility over her life.
Formally, this problem c m be modelled as a "two-armed bandit". Bandit prob
lems are a family of problems in the theory of sequential allocations of experiments."
The family gets its name fkom the problem-situation of a gambler facing two onearmed bandits of the mechanical kind. Each machine has a different but unknown

probability of paying off when a coin is deposited and the arm is pulled. The gambler
must sequentially decide into which machine she should put her next coin given her
previous play experience. Over time, as she plays each machine, she obtains a pool
of sample information which can be used to estimate the kequency of each machine's
payoff. Finding an optimal policy, or sequence of play, can become quite ~ornplex.~
Nonetheless, it is possible to impose simplifving restrictions and yet maintain the
3A brand's "value" is defhed as the net increase in welfare (or utility) the consumer expects to
derive from the purchase and consumption of a brand in a single period. The terms "value", "utility"
and "surplus" are used interchangably and in combination as convenient.
See, for example, DeGroot (1970).
51n discussing the contribution of an important paper by Professor J. C. Gittins (Gittinç 1979),
the following comment was made by Professor P. Whittle:

[Tlhe problem is a classic one; it was formulated during the war, and efforts to solve
it so sapped the energies and minds of Allied analysts that the suggestion was made
that the problem be dropped over Germany, as the ultimate instrument of intellectual
sabotage. In the event, it seems to have landed on Cardiff h s Park. And there is
justice now, for if a Welsh Rugby pack scrumming down is not a multi-a.rmed bandit,
then what is? (p. 165)
It is not surprising, given the problem's complexity, that few applications of the bandit mode1 exist
in the economic literature. However, see Rothschild (1974) for an application to pricing decisions
under imperfect information about demand.
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fundamental implications for consumer-choice theory embodied in such a policy.
Here the consumer's choice between brands is modelled as a choice between fixed
but unknown distributions over consumer surplus.6 Each brand is formally represented by a distribution of possible surplus-values; each purchme is an observation
from the unknown distribution which represents that brand. For simplicity, brands
are assurned to be characterized by distributions which are fixed (Le. tirne-invaziant
or stationary), have a known variance, and are independent of each other. Since the
consumer is risk neutral, her welfare in any period then depends only on the k e d but
unknown mean of the distribution. As such, the problem c m be simplified considerably by assuming that the variance of the distribution is equal to zero. The consumer
will then obtain perfect information about the mean value of a brand after just one

purchase.?

2.2.2

A Simple Numerical Exarnple

The problem may be made more concrete through use of a simple numerical example.

In particular, assume the mean value of Brand a is either 8 or O with equal probability.
Similarly, the rnean value for Brand b is either 6 or 2, again with equal probability.
'Note that the uncertainty associated with the value of a brand could be derived from the consumer's uncertauity concerning either the characteristics of the brand or her own preferences over
such characteristics.
7 ~ h assumption
e
that perfect information is obtained from just one purchse reduces the bandit problem to its simplest possible form, ruling out mmy possible realizations in the sequence of
selections produced by an optimal policy. But, again, the essentialç insights for consumer choice
embodied in such a policy are preserved.
The work of this thesis has been expanded using computer simulation capable of handling a true
bandit model in which (Bayesian) learning is more gradud. While space precludes full discussion of
this work, it is briefly reported on in the Appendix to Chapter 3.
Following Hart (1942) and Jones and Ostroy (1984), the term risk will be used when ail parameters
of the distribution of interest are known, reserving the term uncertainty for situations when at l e s t
one of the parameters is unknown. Under risk-neutrality, we can replace distributions with their
expected values in situations of pure risk, but not in cases of uncertainty. See &O the discussion of
Section 2.4, below.
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It is well-known that despite the fact the prior expected value of each brand is 4, a
risk-neutral consumer would not be indifferent betweexi these brands when faced with
this choice for the first time.

To see that this is the case, suppose the consumer has a tweperiod time horizon
with a zero discount rate. A purchase policy

?r

is a sequence of brand selections,

one for each period. That is, r = (?rl, a2,...) where q denotes the selection in period

t under policy n. Such selections may be based on the beliefs of the individual in that
period, a s weIl a s other parameters of the problem. Some purchase policies are forward
looking, taking into account not only current utility but also the effect of the decision
on the present value of future utility. A policy which does not take such future-value
effects into account will be called myopic. Thus a myopic policy is one which selects
the brand having the highest current-period expected-value. The consumer wants to
choose an optimal purchase policy, n*: one which maximizes the present value of
her current and future utility. Consistent with the terminology of stochastic decision
theory, a brand will be called optimal if it is the k s t selection under an optimal
policy. Thus, an optimal policy may then be thought of as a sequence of optimal
selections: n* = (Qr&

...) . Let V* denote

the expected present value of such a

policy.
Formally, finding an optimal purchase policy is a matter of folding back the decision
tree (also known as backward induction or the principle of optimality, arnong other
names). Thus, consider the consumer's last-period problem fist. Obviously she
wants to choose optimally in the last period. Since nothing could possibly be gained
by foregoing some expected return in the la& period, it is optimal for her to follow a
myopic policy in that period. She will thus choose the brand with the highest expected
return in the la& period, given her beliefs at that tirne. We need now only consider
policies which choose either Brand a or Brand b in current period and optimally
thereafter (i.e. myopically in period 2). Obviously there are two such policies:
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Policy A: Choose Brand a in period 1, and optimally thereafter. Let V
: denote
the expected present-value of this policy. If Brand a is chosen in period 1 and
found to have value of 0, the consumer would switch to Brand b in the second
period since its expected payoff is 4 > O. However, if Brand a is found to have
value of 8, then it is optimal to choose Brand a in the second period as well.
Each of these possibilities has prior probability of 1/2. Thus the expected present
value of this poficy is

Policy B: Choose Brand b in period 1, and optimally thereafter. Let

denote

the expected present-value of this policy. If Brand b is chosen in period 1 and
found to have value of 2, the consumer would switch to Brand a in the second
period since its expected payoff is 4 > 2. However, if Brand b is found to have
value of 6, then it is optimal to choose Brand b again in the second period. Each
of t hese possibilities has prior probability of 1/2. Thus the expected present value
of this policy is

Since V t >

>,Brand a is optimal. It follows that a risk-neutral consumer is not

indifferent between the two brands, despite the fact that they have the same expected
value. Quite naturally, the consumer values information about the brand for which

she is more uncertain. Such information has value because it improves her future
purchase decisions. This information value plays an important roIe in the consumer's
initial choice between brands and has important implications for both the theory of
consumer choice and the theory of retail chains.
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2.3

Generalizing the Mode1

In the previous section it was shown that consumer's brand-selection problem is truly
dynarnic in that her decision in the second period potentidy depends on what she

learns in the first period. As such, the periods are "linked" and we should not expect
a myopic purchase policy which simply selects the brand with the highest expected
return for the current period to be optimal.

2.3.1

The Role of the Discount Rate

The consumer's decision probIem will now be allowed to have an infinite horizon with
future purchases discounted at rate i > O. Although the assumption of an infinite
horizon is quite uirealistic, the alternative of a known arbitrary time of death (i.e.
a finite horizon) is both equally wealistic and too grim to contemplate. Thus, it is
assumed that the consumer acts as if she should could live forever, but with some small
probability of death any period. Discounting future purchases at rate i

> O captures

not only this small probability of death, but also plain impatience. A positive discount
rate means the future is somewhat less important to the consumer than the present.
It is important to note that all models of this thesis are formally unchanged if
one allows the consumer's purchase decisions to be separated by a given number
of periods, or even by an uncertain number of periods with a known distribution.
These extensions will simply determine the value of the discount rate by decting the
expected fiequency of purchase. In fact, the primary role of the discount rate herein

is to capture the fiequency with which the consumer expects to purchase any of the
brands Tom the product group. In particular, the smaller the expected Fequency of
purchase, the eeater the discount rate.
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2.3.2

Representing Consumer Beliefs

It will prove useful to have some notation for the beliefs of the consumer. Thus, let x,
and xb denot e, respectively, the distribut ions characterizing the beliefs of the consumer
about Brand a and Brand b. Further, let 3, and

zb denote the respective means of

these distributions. When necessary, prior beliefs for Brand a will be denoted by x;
and posterior beliefk by

XE.

The simple numerical example above illustrated the optimality of selecting the
brand with the more uncertain value. This was Brand a. Even though the expected
current-value t o be derived Tom each braad was the same, the consumer stood to
learn more by trying Brand a fist. Since this result is only dependent on the relative
uncertainty of the brands, the mode1 can be further simplified by letting Brand b
have a known expected value of pb. This leaves the consumer uncertain only about
the expected value of Brand a.

In particdar, let the consumer's prior uncertainty about the expected value of
Brand a be characterized by a distribution with its mass distributed evenly over just
two points, pu

+ oa and p, - 0,. Let 1/2,a*,a

denote these prior beliefs. Thus, X: =

1/2,a+,,. These are the beliefs of an inexperienced consumer-one who has not
bought Brand a previously. It is easily verified that the consumer's prior distribution
over the expected value of Brand a itself haç mean pa and variance 0.:

After the consumer has tried Brand a , she receives perfect information about its
expected value. Thus her posterior distribution w i l have all of its mass over just one
of t h e two points which support her prior distribution. Let 1,+,,

and lPa-,,denote

these two equally-likely posterior distributions. Thus x: E {lPa+,,
, lPa-,,} . These
are the possible beliefs of an experienced consumer-one who has bought Brand

a previously and knows its expected value. Such valuation may be purely subjective;
consumers need not agree about the value of Brand a's attributes. Findy, since the
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consumer has no uncertainty about the expected value of Brand b, let l,, denote her
prior beliefs for this brmd. The consumer's beliefs about Brand b are, therefore, static

and suppressed in the functions to follow.

2.3.3

Finding An Optimal Policy

For simplicity assume pb > O so the consumer never entirely reserves purchase. Let

A = p, - pu denote the expected opportunity cost of selecting Brand a. To make the
problem interesting, the following restriction is imposed:8
Parametric Restriction 2.1 It is assumed that neither brand 2s dominant. Alge-

braically, a, > A > 0.

an optimal policy

T*

is a member of a family of policies which satis@ the following

condition:

(2.3)
That is, an optimal policy wiU require an experienced consumer to select Brand a if it
is of high utility-value, but Brand b otherwise. We now turn to finding the rernaining
portion of such a policy: that which applies to a consumer who has no experience
with Brand a (Le. that for xk = 1/2,aI,).

<

8 ~ h irestriction
s
rules out prior dominance of either brand. In particular, if A O then pb 5 p,
so there would be no opportunity cost to selecting Brand a and it would always be optimal. Further,
if a, 5 A then p, a, pb so there would be nothing to gain by selecting Brand a and it would
never be optimal.
gNote that this family of policies is stationary (i.e. not an explicit function of t h e ) and thus the
time subscript has been dropped.

+ <
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To this end, let V* ( ~ adenote
)
expected present-value of the optimal policy. Such
a policy w i . use the information contained in the consumer's beliefs, 2,. As before, in

finding a n optimal policy, attention c m be restricted to policies which choose either

Brand a or Brand b in the current period, and optimally thereafter. Let V,*(x,) and

(x,) denote, respectively, the expected present-values of these policies. It will be
useful to express the values of these policies somewhat more explicitly than in the
previous section.
To th% end, let

UI,
(2,)

denote the expected current utîlity derived £rom the selec-

tion of Brand k E {a,b ) under beliefs

Then we cm write

where EZzlkgk
denotes the expectation over posterior beliefs

XE, conditioned on prior

beliefs xa and the selection of Brand k in the current period. Note that only if k = a
will the consumer's beliefs change (i.e.

2::

= xi if k = b ) . Now the values of Policies

A and B can be found as before:
Policy A : Choose Brand a in the current period, choosing optimally thereafter.
Thus we have

If, after trying Brand a, the consumer h d s it to be of high value (Le.
1,+,,),
(p,

x:

then it is optimal to choose Brand a thereafter. So V* (lpa+,,)

XE

=
=

+ a,) /i.However, if the consumer h d s Brand a to be of low value (Le.
= Ipa-,,) then it is optimal to choose Brand b thereafter. So V*),-,1(

=
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pb/i Thus the value of this policy is

Policy B : Choose Brand b in the current period, choosing optimally thereafter.
Thus we have

Under this policy, the beliefs of the consumer do not change, i.e. E,,,lb,l/taIoa

V* (1/2,*,,)

V* (2:)

. It follows that if it is optimal to choose Brand b in the current

period, it is optimal thereafeer since the future looks identical to the present.1°
So, under this hypothetical, v*(1/2paI,a) = pb/i. Thus the value of this policy
is

1°In solving for the value of Policy B, the argument was used that, since the beliefs of the consumer
do not change when Brand b is selected in the current period, the future looks identical to the
present. As such, if Brand b is optimal in the current period, it is optimal thereafter. In their work
on the general theory of bandits, Berry and Fkistedt (1985, Theorern 5.2.2, p. 92) have shown that
this argument is available only if the discount sequence satisfies a particular regularity condition.
Roughly, this condition requires that the value placed on future benefits (Le. discount factors) not
rise too much over tirne. If, a t a later date, the consumer places a higher value on future benefits than
she does today, it may pay for her to acquire information about the uncertain brand later on, even
though it does not pay for her to do so presently. Fortunately, the geometric discount sequence (Le.
constant discount rate) typically used in economic modek (and used herein) satisfies the regularity
condition. In the Hotelling mode1 of Chapter 4, however, this argument will not be available to us
despite the use of a geometric discount sequence. Nonetheless, an optimal policy is found.

=
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Comparing the values of these two policies from Equations 2.6 and 2.8, it follows
that Brand a is optimal if

2.3.4

Interpreting the Optimal Policy

Inequality 2.9 implicitly defines the optimal policy for the inexperienced consumer.
Explicitly stated, t his policy requires

Does such a policy make sense? If the consumer was to buy Brand a in period 1
she would be giving up an expected gain of A in the current period. The inequality
in the optimal policy of Equation 2.10 says that no matter how large is A, there
always exists a value for c. which will induce the consumer to give up this currentperiod gain for information about Brand a that could significantly improve (by an
amount (cr, - A) /i) her future purchase decisions. As Professor Gittins explains in
his discussion of Professor Bather's important paper on the general theory of bandits

(Bather 1981) , the trade-off is between the exploitation of current information and
the exploration for new information:
This strategy, in which we simply use the information that is already
available, is what 1 would like to put under the ezpdoitation heading. Exploration, on the other hand, is the consideration which this does not take
into account: that is, the need to gather information for subsequent use,
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which may conflict with the desire to achieve the best possible immediate
return. (p. 283, italics in original)
The optimal purchase policy is perhaps best understood in terms of the information
value associated with the purchase of Brand a. To see this, let Vm denote the present
value of a myopic policy, nm. Under the assumption A

> O, such a policy would select

Brand b exclusively and earn a present value of pb + pb/i. Thus the expected net
present value of information is

The first term, (ou- A)/22, is the expected value of a perpetual option on Brand

a. Should Brand a be of high value (i.e. "in the money"), it will have a net pay
off of (oa- A) /i. This occurs with probability 112. The second term is the forgone

curent-period expected-value A: the premium paid for this option. Obviously, only
if the expected value of the option on Brand a exceeds its premium will the consumer

try Brand a for the first time. These features of the consumer's choice problem are
summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1 The consumer's incentive to expenment with an unknown brand

(Brand a ) is (i) increasing i n the consumer's uncertainty (O=) about the value of
the brand, (ii) decreasing in the opportunity COS^ (A) of tryzng the brand, and (iii)
increasing in the fi-equency of purchase fmrn the product group (2.e. decreasing in the
diswunt rate i).
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2.4

Implications for Brand Value: The Importance
of Consistency

What determines the willingness of the consumer to experiment? Obviously the
greater the value of the known brand, the greater the opportunity cost of the experiment. But costs must be weighed against benefits; or to paraphrase Professor
Gittins: the exploitation of what is known must be weighed against exploration of
what is not. Other things equal, the value of experimentation with a brand is greater,
the greater the consumer's uncertainty about the brand. Here, it is important to
distinguish the concepts of risk and uncertainty. Conceptudy, the prior randomness
the consumer perceives in the value of a purchase fiom a brand can be separated into
two parts:
1. Risk: Irreducible randomness inherent in the brand, perhaps derived Tom
variations in the value of the inputs or the production process itself.

2. Uncertainty: Reducible randomness simply due to the consumer's lack of familiarity with the brand.

It rnight be expected that in the absence of risk aversion, consistency would have
little value. Yet despite the absence of risk aversion, consistency still matters. The
consumer formally views a brand as a consistent distribution of possible surplusvalues-i.e.

one that is stationary, or constant, across both t h e and, as will be

shown in the next chapter, space. Consistency entices the consumer to experiment,
rnuch like an honest dealer entices a gambler to bet. Experimenting with a branded
product is therefore much like sequentidy betting on fiips of a marked coin: regardless
of whether the coin is fair or biased, the masking allows the coin to be identifid as one
which has been fiipped before, and to use the outcome of previous Aips to improve bets
C

--
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laid on future fiips. In fact, a biased coin is to be preferred in a sequential game. A
fair coin represents a situation of pure risk: there is nothing to be learned by fipping
a fair coin which could improve future betting decisions. But a biased coin provides
an opportunity to learn about the bias with each &p. As the degree of bias increases,
the value of experimentation dso rises, regardless of on which side the bias lies. In
the limit, a coin which is perfectly biased represents a situation of pure uncertainty

and no risk; such a coin need only be flipped once to determine on which side the bias
lies. As argued in the introduction to this chapter, branding is a convention which

increases the value of experimentation, effectively by allowing consumers to identify
the coin they are betting on each period.ll

2.4.1

Experience Goods

The concept of branding as formalized in the present chapter is closely related to the
concept of experience goods, first introduced by Nelson (1970). Experience goods
are products having attributes about which the consumer is uncertain, but the value
of which she can corne to learn through purchase and consumption of the product.
Effectively, the present chapter has argued that a consumer will take into account
the expected value of "experience information9' obtained t hrough the purchase of
an experienced b r a n d 4 . e . a branded experience good. This "experience value" is
l'The relationship between risk and uncertainty is much like that between "cost" and "sunk
cost." Like cost, risk is a static concept: to understand these concepts a oneperiod mode1 will do.
In contrast, sunk cost and uncertainty are dynamic concepts: they can only be understood in a
multiperiod setting.
A study of consistency and its relationship to brand value would be important in itself. 1have
made some strides in this regard, building on the work of Professor Jones, in particular (Jones and
Ostroy 1984) and (Jones 1995). However the interest of the present work lies elsewhere. Ln this
thesis all consumers start off uncertain about the value of a brand, whatever the determinants of
that uncertainty may be. The interest of the present work Lies not in the determinants of brand-value
generaily, but in the detenninants of brand-value within a spatial setting. That is, we seek the factors
which are specifically relevant to the determination of brand-value for retail chains. Given a level of
uncertainty, what are the factors which specifically affect the value of a retail chah's brandname?
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distinct from its complement, "search value", which is the value of information gained

t hrough means other t han purchase and consumption.
AImost all brands are experience brands, but not all brands have high experiencevalue. Branded consumer durables, for example, are replaced idrequently so information acquired about the brand through the p h a s e and consumption of the good
will not be used in a future purchase decision for some time. By that time the good

may have undergone significant changes in its attributes. In fact, consumers expect
such changes as part of product development. Further, the durability of these goods
gives rise to their expense. As such, a sigmficant risk premium is associated with t heir
purchase, as evidenced by the warranties typically offered with such purchases.12 The
expense of durable goods and the inhequency with which they are purchased means
it is unlikely that consumers will buy such goods for the purpose of improving their
future pur chase decisions.
Consumer durables have low experience value,but high search value. Convenience
goods, in contrat, are experience goods with high experience value. Because they are
nondurable, they are pwchased fkequently. As a result, information acquired through
purchase will find qui& use in many future purchase decisions-even if that information dictates that the brand in question not be purchased. M h e r , because they are
inexpensive, there is little, if any, risk premium associated with their purchase. The
consumer comes t o learn the value of such goods, not by searching, but simply by
trying.
My senior supervisor puts the argument of this section quite nicely: "For durable
goods, "experience" is not an attractive way to l e m because the value of learning
is not realised, if at all, for a very long time, and because there rnay be a lack of
consistency-the

good may very well change, so today's experience is no guide to

1 2 ~ h iis
s not to say that warranties are always evidence of risk aversion: a warranty could, for
example, arise out of a signalling equilibrium even if consumers are risk neutral.
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"tomorrows" purchase. For non-durable, inexpensive goods, "searchy'is not attractive
because "experience" is cheap." l3 Within the context of this thesis, the distinction
between convenience goods and consumer durables is captured by the rate of discount.

As the time between purchases increases, so too does the rate of discount. As is
evident firom the mode1 above, an increase in the discount rate reduces the value of
information.l

l"rofessor

B. Curtis Eaton, comments on first draft, January, 2000.

l4 Consumer

durables are often produced a t one or just a few production facilities. The centralized control over production means the manufacturer can provide detailed product information and
warrant the accuracy of this information, as welI as the attributes of the product in question. Wmranties and central production facilities means the job of ma,intllining consistency across outlets in
a cllain that sells durable goods is essentially reduced to the job of maintainhg a consistent level of
customer service. Branding is still extremely important to such chains,but the relative importance
of spatial branding is reduced. In contrast, chahs which distribute products largely produced at
the locd outlet rely on their brandname to assure spatial consistency to the customer. Restaurant
chains, hotel chains,and almost al1 chains for which service is the primary product being purchased,
would fall into this category. This argument explains, in part, the classification of franchiseci chains
into "business-format franchising" and "product franchising." The classification is important, and
empirical work in franchising should typicdy not group these classes together.

Chapter 3
The Theory of Spatial Branding

and Retail Chains in Discrete
Geographic Space: The Concept of

Minimum-Informative Scale
3.1

A Simple Mode1 of Retail Chains

In the Introduction it was argued t hat economies of scale and transport ation costs
are necessary conditions for the existence of retail chahs. Economies of scale are
n e c e s s q for the existence of any fkm, and if transportation costs did not exist,
consumers could simply travel to one store, so a set of spatially distributed stores
would not be necessary. Yet while economies of scde and transportation costs can
explain spatial distribution, they appear l a s able to explain spatial branding.
One might expect that since the relakive importance of spatial distribution increases wit h the relative importance of transport at ion costs, so too does the relative
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importance of spatial branding. However, the relationship between transport ation
costs and spatial branding is not as simple as it first appears. In a HoteIling model,
for example, the same transportation costs necessary for the existence of a set of spatial distributed stores results in the consumer purchashg her product from only one
store. Thus, why would such stores share a common brand name?
Consider, for example, the analogy with money. If consurriers buy from only
one store, money would only have to h c t i o n as a store of value; there would be
little need for a generally accepted medium of exchange. And so too with branding.

If consumers buy the product fkom only one store, branding would only have to
function temporally, not spatially. As such, there would be little need for stores to
share a common brandname.
The model of the last chapter formalized the concept of temporal branding-a
key component of all branding. Fhdamental to the concept of temporal branding
is consistency of the product over time. Such consistency allows the consumer to
use information acquired through a current purchase in her future purchase decisions.
One might expect that since temporal branding simply requires temporal consistency,
the only additional requirement for spatial branding is spatial consistency. However,
this too is not the case. While consistency is necessary, the mode1 of this chapter
shows that the value of a spatial brand is determined by more than mere consistency.

3.1.1

The Importance of Space

We are interested in determinhg whether there exist factors other than consistency
which might affect the value of information conveyed by branding. As such, perfect
consistency is assumed, but now both temporally and spatially. It is shown that
geographic space, consumer mobility, and the size of a brandysretail chah c m combine
to affect the value of a spatial brand. In particular, in a spatial setting, limitations
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on the use of information rnay be imposed by the consumer's travel behavior.
The argument is very simple. The value of information obviously depends on the
extent to which it can be employed, for even perfect information has zero value if it
never gets used. Since consumers are not willing t o travel far to obtain convenience
goods, their travel pattern imposes limitations on the ability to use information acquired through purchase. Retail chains attempt to restore the value of experirnenting

with a brand by providing a high level of convenience. Convenience not only determines the availability of the brand in the current period (or more generally, the
current cost of acquisition), but also the likelihood of the brand entering into future
purchase decisions. Thus, a forward-looking consumer will take availability of the
brand into account when faced with the opportunity to purchase the brand for the
f i s t time.
It is shown that the greater the size of a brand's retail chain-or, more precisely, the
better it covers the consumer's travel pattern-the

more opportunity the consumer has

to use any information acquired about the brand. As the chain grows, the willingness

of the consumer to try the brand for the first time increases. Formally stated, the
probability of fmt-purchase is convex in the size of the retail chain. As such, there
exist increasing returns to chain size.

In the discrete geographic space of the present model, the increasing returns take

a rather severe forrn: a "minimum-informative scale" for the chain below which the
vdue of information will not cover the consumer's opportunity cost of trying the
brand. Thus, until the brand's chain has reached this minimum-informative size, no

sales will be made.
The rnodel also shows that being fist into a market has value to a brand. The
cost of trying a new brand is the value of the alternative forgone. Being first in a
market means being there before consumers have alternatives. Without alternatives,
there is Little opportunity cost to trying the brand. Consumers are more willing to
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experiment with a new brand, if they do not have to forego a known brand. In fact,
it may be possible for an incumbent brand to create loyal customers by "preempting
their beliefs." In particular, consurners may believe the likelihood of improving their
future purchase decisions through experimentation with a new brand is small, if the
incumbent brand is already offering them a product of sufficiently high value. As a result, consumers may appear to purchase the brand habitually, unwilling to experiment
with a new brand even though it rnay offer them a product of higher value.
Obviously, the ident Scation and underst anding of the factors which idluence the
value of consumer experimentation are extremely important; for before a brand cm
have a loyal customer, it must have a customer and a.ll purchases start with the
fust. Economies of scale are limited by the extent of the market (Smith 1976), and
the extent of the market for a retail chah is determined by the extent to which
the chain can get inexperienced consurners to try the product. As will be shown,
it is the sharing of a cornmon brandname across spatially distributed stores which
creates the market by inducing mobile consurners to try the brand for the first time.
Until the market is created, few sales can be made, and the scale-economies which

are commonly attributed to the success of retail chains cannot be had. The seminal
contribution of scde is, therefore, on the demand side: through the sharing of a

common brandname new customers are attracted, the market is extended, and the
limit on cost-side economies is thereby lifted.

3.1.2

Geographic Space, Convenience, and Consumer Mobility

As noted previously, while the relationship between transportation costs and spatial
distribution is quite simple, the relationship between transport ation costs and spatial branding is not. For the sarne transportation costs which are necessary for the

existence of a set of spatially-distributed stores, results in the consumer buying her
product from only one store, thereby leaving little role for spatial brmding.
The missing piece of this puzzle is quite simply this: Although consumers will
not travel far to obtain convenience goods, they do, nonetheless, travel. They travel
to go to work, to take vacations, to obtain capital goods; they travel for a variety of
reasons, the majority of which are entirely independent of the demand for convenience
goods. This observation is fundamental to the theory outlined herein; as such, it is
formalized in the following axiom:

Axiom 3.1 Mobility a n d Demand. For convenience goods, the consumer's travel
pattern is primarily exogenous to (ie. separable from) the demand for the good.
Axiorn 3.1 implies that, to understand the demand for convenience goods, we
must downplay their importance in the consumer's travel behavior. In particular,
the traditional view that a consumer leaves home to go get the good, and returns
home afier purchase, is a simplification which hides the importance of space in spatial
branding. This traditional view is built around the assumption that consumers have

a most-preferred location in geographic space-e.g. their home. And it is the distance
of stores from this most-preferred location which, in part, determines fiom which store
the consumer buys the product.
In making this assumption, the consumer's preferences over store location are
being treated like her preferences over all other attributes of the product. However
geographic space is not just another attributespace for the product. Geographic
location is an attribute cornmon to all products. As such, it cannot be held fixed
when analyzing the purchase decision for one product when the consumer obviously
travels to purchase other products.
This is especially true for convenience goods. When consumers travel for reasons
exogenous t O the demand for the good in question, t heir most-preferred location varies,
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and they take their demand for the good with them. To give the most obvious
example: when you go to work, or take the kids to hockey practice, or anywhere else,
your demand for gasoline goes with you. People aùnost never leave home solely for
the purpose of purchasing gasoline fkom the closest s t o x e i t is a convenience good,
you purchase it when you need it and where it is convenient.
To assume consumers have a most-preferred location which is iïxed is to treat
geographic space like all other preference spaces. VVhile many attribute spaces for a
product may be amenable to partial-equilibrium andysis-being separable from other
activities of the consumer-geographic space in the analysis of convenience goods is
not. It is the exogeneity of the consumer's travel pattern which is the primary factor
explaining the use of spatial branding in spatial distribution. When consumers travel
for reasons exogenous to the dernand for the good, they take their demand for the
good with them, and find the information conveyed by spatial branding useful in their
spatially-distributed purchase decisions.
The concept of consumer mobility outlined here, and formalized in this and the
following chapter, leads to an expanded theory of consumer choice. Consumers no
longer choose the single store which is closest to their fixed most-preferred location;
rather, they choose the brand whose retail chain cornes closest to covering their travel
pattern. The comparative advantage of retail chains lies in serving the needs of mobile
consurners. Because consumers travel for reasons exogenous to the demand for the
good, they find spatial distribution convenient; and because they purchase fkom more
than one store, they f h d spatial branding informative. One of the goals of this thesis
is to dernonstrate that the primary explanatory factor in the use of spatial branding

and, therefore, the existence of retail chains, is the exogeneity of the consumer's travel
pattern Tom the dernand for the product.
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3.1.3

Some Simplieing Assumptions

This chapter builds on Axiom 3.1, f o r d y modelling the concept of a convenience
good by taking the consumer's travel pattern to be entirely exogenous to the demand
for the good.' This assumption is relaxed in the mode1 of Chapter 4; but for now it
is instructive, taking the concept of convenience to its limit and, thereby, providing
bounds on the observable possibilities. For many consumers, however ,t his assumption
may not lie too far from the truth:

You will find many customers are lazy-they

will not move an extra

foot ,t hey will not make an extra turn, t hey will not wait an extra minute in
line, and they will not compromise.

.... The understanding of convenience,

particularly in this era, is the greatest opportunity for al1 business, not just
retailers. (Salmeschi 1996, p. 117)2
The mode1 of this chapter adapts the notation and adopts the assumptions of the
previous chapter, while incorporating the following additional structure:
Assumption 3.1 Consumer Mobility. The consumer's tnzvel pattern i s charac-

terized by a u n i f o m distribution over a finite number, n, of locations-thus,

each of

the n locations has an equal probability of being visited.
Assumption 3.2 The Distribution of Stores. Brand b zs assumed t u serve al1

locations in the consumer's travel area, whereas Brand a serves only a nonproper
'The assumption of a entirely exogenous travel pattern effectivelydefines the limiting concept of
spatial branding. Much like the absence of product differentiation d e h e s a perfectly cornpetitive
market structure, or the absence of sunk investment defines a perfectly contestable market structure,
the absence of exogenous travel defines a perfectly temporaiiy-branded market structure. As the
exogeneity of consumer travel increases, so too does the role played by spatial branding.
alva van es chi oversaw the opening of 5,000 stores as the former Vice-President in charge of real
estate administration for McDonald's; of 1,200 stores a s the former Senior Vice-President responsible
for new markets and locations for Kentucy Fried Chicken; and of 1,700stores as the former President
of Blockbuster Entert ainment Corp.

subset of these. Thus, 1 5 na 5 n,b = n,, where n, and nb am the number of stores in
each brand's retail chain.
As in the model of Chapter 2, the consumer rnakes one purchase per period, but
by now selecting one of the brands from those available at ber current location before
moving on to her next l ~ c a t i o n .Of
~ interest is the relationship between the size of
Brand a's retail chain, or, more specifically, the coverage the chain provides for the
consumer's travel pattern, and the resulting information-value such coverage generates
for the consumer. Given the consumer's travel pattern, the probability the consumer
travels to a location served by Brand a is c,

= n . / r ~ .This
~
probability is a measure

of Brand a's coverage of the consumer's travel pattern and is assumed to be known
by the consumer. Such knowledge is at least imparted to the consumer through her

travels, but other possibilities clearly exist .5

3.1.4

Finding an Optimal Policy

The first modification imposed by geographic space and consumer mobility is with
respect to the constraints on an optimal policy (formerly given by Equation 2.3). In
'While Brand b will be formally interpreted as an incumbent chah which the consumer has tried
previously, there is, however, an alternative interpretation for Brand b which the reader may find
more appealing. In particular, Professor Robert A. Jones has suggested Brand b might be thought of
as the label the consumer gives to a set of independent single-store brands, one per location, which
the consumer treats as a group offering a mem surplus value of pb. Such an interpretation can only
be formaUy justified, however, if the consumer visits a very large number of locations so that sampling
with replacement (Le. forgetting about a particular independent) is a reasonable approximation.
41t follows that the probability she visits a location served only by Brand b is 1- c,.
=For example, the consumer may become aware of stores a t locations she has not yet visited
through the newspaper or television advertising of the chain. However, it should be clear that the role
of advertising in this regard is not formdy required in this model and, therefore, will not be further
examined here. In particular, it need not be assumed that the consumer has perfect information
about the true coverage provided by each brand. The argument made herein is strengthened, for
example, if the true coverage is taken as an upper bound on the consumer's belief about coverage. It
is required, however, that the consumer's belief about coverage is positively dependent on the true
coverage.
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particular, the additional structure implies that an optimal policy will be a member
of a family of policies which satisfy the condition:

where A, will be used to denote the set of locations senred by Brand a and where A

and V denote the logical operations "und" and "or", respectively. Equation 3.1 says
that if the consumer knows Brand a to be of high utility-value and fin& herself at a
location served by Brand a, she will purchase Brand a, but Brand b otherwise. Our
task is t o find the remaining portion of the optimal policy: that which applies to an
inexperienced consumer with prior beliefs xk = 1/2,a&,

at a location X E A..

To this end, let V* (x,, A) denote expected present-value of an optimal policy for a
consumer with beliefs x, who fin& herself at location A. Almost surely the consumer
will eventually find herself at a location served by Brand a, and there she will face
her first brand-selection decision. Thus assume X E A,. In finding an optimal policy
we c m , as before, restrict our attention to policies which choose either Brand a or

Brand b in the curent period and optimdy thereafter. Let V: (x,, A) and

(xa,A)

denote, respectively, the expected present-values of these policies. These values may
be expressed somewhat more explicitly. To this end, let uk (x,,A) denote the expected

current utility derived from the selection of Brand k E {a, b) under beliefs x, at
location A. Then we can write,

where EA denotes the expectation of X over A and E,;lt,zo is as defined previously

in Equation 2.4. As in the last chapter, the values of these policies can be found as
follows:

Policy A : Choose Brand a in the current period, and optimally thereafter.
Thus,

If, after trying Brand a, the consumer h d s it to be of high value, it is optimal
to choose it whenever it is available in future periods. So ExV*(lPa+,,,
(ca (pu

+

O=)

+ (1- ca)pb) /i. However, if the consumer fia.&

A)

=

Brand a to be of

low value, then it is optimal to choose Brand b thereafter. So ExV* (lPa-,,A) =
pb/i.Thus the value of this policy is

Policy B : Choose Brand b in the current period, and optimally thereafter.
Thus,

I,J,

Under this policy, the beliefk of the consumer do not change, so EZg

V*(XE, A) =

V* (1/2pakg,, A) . Further, it follows that if it is optimal to choose Brand b in
the current period, it is also optimal thereafter since the future looks identical
to the present. Thus, under this hypothetical, ExV*(1/2,*,,
the value of this policy is

A) = pb/i, so
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It follows that Brand a is optimal if

2iA

Ca

-

min

2 a, - A = C,

where the reader will recall that oa > A > O (Parametric Restriction 2.1). The
optimal policy thus dictates the following behavior for the inexperienced con~umer:~

T* ( l / 2 p a k c a

9

1'

=

{

a if

(c, 2 CF")
A (A E Au)

b if

(ca < CF'") V (A

6 A,)

This policy is best understood in terms of the information value contained in a purchase of Brand a. Under the assumption of A

> 0, the expected net present-value of

information contained in such a purchase is

"he

optimal purchase policy, stated in its entirety, could be expressed a s folIows:

where At is the location of the consumer at t h e t, A, (t) is the set of locations served by Brand a
at time t, and St (x,, czin) is the following (Boolean) statement:

where Ca (t) is the coverage of the consumers travel pattern provided by Brand a in period t a d
where CF'" G 2iA/ (O, - A). This statement is true if either (2) the consumer is inexperienced and
Brand a chah is of minimum informative-scale, or (ii) the consumer is experienced and Brand a is
of high utility-value. Implicity in this staternent is the assumption that Brand a cannot commit to
opening stores in the future. The consumer therefore takes the coverage of Brand a in future periods
to be that provided by the set of stores currently in operation.
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which is obviously convex in c,.~This result is surnmarized in the folIowing proposi-

t ion:
Proposition 3.1 Convexity of the Value of Information. The value of infor-

mation contained i n a purchase of an experience brand, such as Brand a, is increasing
and convex in the size of its retail chain.
The return a consumer derives fkom experimentation with an experience brand
is increasing in the size of the brand's c h a h As argued in the last chapter, the
consumer effectively holds a perpetual option on the purchase of Brand a, but she
does not know if the option is "in the money" (i.e. if Brand u is of high-value).
To find out, she must pay the current-period premium A

E

pb - pa. However, the

introduction of geographic space and consumer mobility has put restrictions on the
consumer's ability to exercise her option and, therefore, the value of this option. As
the size of Brand a's chain increases, so too do the opportunities for the consumer to
exercise the option. As a result, the expected value of the option increases with the
size of Brand a's c h a h Obviously, the expected value of the option on Brand a must
exceed current-period premiurn of A (the expected cost of exercising the option) to
warrant the consumer trying the brand for the first time.
The convexity of the value of information in c, means there exists increasing
returns to chain size. In the discrete-space mode1 of the present chapter, this result
takes the rather severe form of a "minimum informative-scale" for Brand a's retail
c h a h Before a consumer wiU try Brand a, the chah must reach the minimum scale
necessary to make the information obtained through its purchase sufficiently valuable
to forego the expected current-period return of A.8 The consumer-behavior described
7 ~ hreader
e
is invited to compare expression 4.8 with its sister, expression 2.11, on page 31.
"he idea that there are economies of scale in the use of information was perhaps first noted
by Arrow (1974) (although not in this context). Later, Radner and Stiglitz (1984) formalized the
concept and Wilson (1975) has used it to argue that a cornpetitive equilibrium could not exist in its
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by the optimal policy is summarized in the following propo~ition:~
Proposition 3.2 Minimum 1nformat.iue-Scalefor a Retaid Chain. Within

the contexi! of the present model, a consumer vil1 on19 experiment zlrith an experience
brand ( i e . try it for the first time) $ the brand's retail chain wuers a suficient
portion of her travel area. In particular, there exists a minimum informative-scale for
the retail chain which 2s increaszng i n A and i, and dec~easingin O,.

3.1.5

Loyal Customers (or Habitua1 Purchases) and Market
Preemption

Sometimes consumers appear to purchase the same brand habitually. Rom the point
of view of the brand, such custorners are merely loyal. These customers will not
try new brands that come on the market, even though such brands may be of higher
utility-value. This behavior can be generated within the context of the present model.
In particular, Tom Equation 3.7 there exists a utility-value for Brand b (the incumbent

,ut,which will induce loyalty in a customer such that she will not try Brand
a (the new brand) regardless of the size of its c h a h To see this, let AL = ,ut - pa
brand), Say

denote the minimum ditferential which will induce customer loyalty. Obviously AL is
defined by the condition that

ein
= 1, so even full coverage by Brand a is not able

to induce the customers of Brand b to experiment with Brand a. Thus,

presence.
Risk aversion only strengthens this result, increasing the size of the minimum informative-scale,
crin.In particdar, let R be the risk prernium on Brand A and let A' = A R. Substituting A' in
place of A in the definition of
contained in Equation 3.7 simply increases its value.
'Note that acrin/tlA and &rin/ai are both positive, while acin/&, is negative.

ein

+
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Note that

& < pa + oa for i >

O, so that even though Brand a could give the

consumer higher utility-value, the consumer will not try it, even in the absence of risk
aversion. Brand b has effectively preempted the beliefs of consumers: by providing
consumers with a product of sufficiently high value, consumers do not believe there is
much to be gained by experimenting with other brands, such as Brand a. The result
is sunimarized by the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3 Bmnd Lopalty (Preemption of Consumer Beliefs). A brand

can obtain the loyalty of its customers by entering a market early and oflering them

a product of high utility-value. By doing so, such a brand

c m preempt the beliefs

of consumers, making them unwilling to try the products of subsequent entrants even
though such products may yield consumers a greater surplz~s.
One rnight wonder how a brand of lower quality can survive cornpetition korn
higher-quality brands. The m w e r is simple, if inexperienced consumers never try
the brand, they will not know its quality is high. Experimentation with an unknown
brand has value for future purchase decisions. NaturaUy, the greater the value of
experimentation, the greater the value of the known brand required to induce loyalty.
Thus, as the degree of prior uncertainty a, increases, or the rate of discount i falls,
the value of the known brand p, which will induce loyalty rises.''
1°Building on the work of Schmalensee (1982),Bagwe11 (1990) models the ability of a entrant with
uncertain quality to penetrate a market served by an incumbent of known quality. While his mode1
is nonspatial and concerned with price rather than chah size, similar results are obtained in that
the incumbent rnay be able to deter entry of a brand oflering greater consumer surplus.
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The theory of spatial branding has rather mixed implications for entry deterrence.
Entry of a new brand into a geographic area is governecl by cornpetition for inexpe
rienced consumers. On the one hand, the theory predicts that consumers are likely
to be more willing to experiment with new brands entering the market for branded
convenience goods than perhaps t hey would be in other markets where information
value is less important and risk aversion is more important. On the other hand, the
minimum-informative scale (Proposition 3.2) and brand loyalty (Proposition 3.3) results derived from this theory make entry more difficult for a new brand, even in the
absence of risk-aversion.

3.1.6

Robustness and Market Saturation

The mode1 above has relied on the assumption of an incumbent brand offering a
product of known value and serving all locations. This assumption results in the consumer's opportunity cost of acquiring information about Brand a being both positive
and constant over locations, and therefore over time. If, however, the opportunity
cost of trying Brand a vaxies from period to period-say because

(2)

some locations

are served by another incumbent which the consumer values differently than Brand
b or because

(2i)

the consumer's travel pattern results in her distance fiom Brand

a varying fiom period to period (see, e.g., the Hotelling-mode1 of Chapter 4)-the

analysis is somewhat more complicated, but the central proposition of this chapter
(Proposition 3.1) still obtains.

The same cannot generally be said, however, for Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. It
should be noted that these propositions remain valid even if Brand b does not serve
all locations, so long as such locations are served by other brands of equivalent or

higher value. However, these propositions no longer hold if locations not served by
Brand b are served by another brand which the consumer values less than or equd to
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pa (or if they are not served by any brand at all). The reason is that such locations

present the consumer with an opportunity to acquire information about Brand a
at zero opportunity cost since she need not forego an alternative brand with value
greater thm pa. As a result, by establishing a store at such a location, Brand a will
obtain positive sales without having to attain minimum informative sca1e.l l Further,
if Brand a is preferred to the incumbent brand, consumers which would otherwise
have remained loyal and not tried the new brand, will buy it wherever it subsequently
becomes available, including now locations which the incumbent does serve. As rnight
be expected, an incumbent 's chain is only a s strong as its weakest link, and its weakest

link is locations which it does not serve. Perhaps this explains why many chains are
ubiquitous, saturating the market by establishing stores a t locations which might
otherwise be considered marginal.
l'Note, however, that all first-the purchases will have to be made through these locations. Only
after consumers have tried Brand a at locations where it has a monopoly wiii they (possibly) go on
to purchase it at locations where it competes with Brand b. Further, there still exists a minimuminformative scale for first-tirne purchases at duopoly locations. What does it look iike? First, recall
that t h e cost of obtaining information about Brand a is the expected surplus the consumer foregoes
by not purchasing Brand b (i.e. A = pb - p u ) . Thus, locations are served only by Brand a (or served
by a brand which the consumer values less than p,) present the consumer with an opportunity to
obtain information about Brand a a t zero cost. Since perfect information is acquired after just one
purchase, this opportuaity to try Brand a at zero cost is foregone should she first try Brand a at a
location served by both brands. Thus, the opportunity to try Brand a at zero cost must be valued
in her decision-problem to try Brand a at locations served by both brands. When this is done,
expression 3.7 becomes

where c, is the proportion of locations served by both brands and c: is the proportion of locations
served only by Brand a. Quite naturaily, the increased opportunity cost of trying Brand a at duopoly
locations resdts in an increase in the minimum informative scale necessary to induce the consumer
to try Brand a at such locations.
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3.2

Implications for Locational Choice

Why are retail chains located dong major roads and highways, in bus terminais,
shopping xnalls, and airports? This thesis argues that spatial distribution is of primary
importance in the provision of convenience goods. The characteristics of this class
of goods explains the structure of the market which retail chahs have evolved to
serve. Although consumers will not travel far to obtain convenience goods, they do,
nonetheless, travel. So to make convenience goods convenient, producers of such
goods must locate their stores dong the primary travel routes of consumers. Since
experience information h a . value to consumers, it c m be expected that competition
will exist arnong producers to create and provide such information. Retail chains

create information-value by having a spatially distributed set of stores which share a
common brandname, and by locating those stores in the locations of highest consumer
mobility.

A direct implication of the theory of spatial branding is that independent singlestore operators, who are not spatially branded, will have a very difflcult tirne competing for the custom of mobile consumers. They sirnply do not provide the coverage
necessaxy to induce mobile consumers to experiment with the product. However, not

all consumers are highly mobile, some are relatively sedentary. The model of this
chapter also allows the purchase decision of less mobile consumers to be analyzed as
a special case.

In the context of the present model, a non-mobile consumer can be defined as one
who has a fked most-preferred location and, therefore, only visits stores within her
comunity. As such, an independent single-store brand covers the travel pattern of
a non-mobile consumer just as well as a brand with a very large number of stores.
Formally, the purchase policy of a nonmobile consumer can be found from that for
a mobile consumer by setting q = 1, for any brand i which serves the consumer's
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location. As a result, the information contained in a purchase fiom any store has the
same opportunity of being used, whether that store be an independent single-store
operation or a member of a chah which covers the country.
To avoid competit ion with independent single-store operators, chains typicaUy
locate their stores in areas of high mobility. The comparative advantage of a retail
chah lies in the market for mobile consumers typically found at "mobile locations."
Not al1 locations are created equal. The mobility of the population at some locations
is greater than that at others. For example, locations in bus terrninals, airports, and
dong highways can be expected to have a much more mobile population than do
locations "off the beaten trail," such as those found in isolated small towns or on the
back roads deep in the interior of a community.
,
branding has no value; all
To a consumer who never leaves her c o m m ~ t yspatial
branding is temporal. Recall again the thoughts of Professor Akerlof (1970, p. 500)
noted in the previous chapter:
Chains-such as hotel chains or restaurant chahs-are
narnes.

...

similar to brand

These restaurants, a t least in the United States, most often

appear on interurban highways. The consumers are seldom local. The
reason is that these well-known chains offer a better hamburger than the
average local restaurant; at the same time, the local customer, who knows

his area, can usually choose a place he prefers. [italics in original]
Akerlof is correct: chains are similar to brand names, but so are independent single
store operations: t hey are branded too, albeit purely ternpordy. Consumers are not
born with a knowledge of local brands; nor are they endowed with such a knowledge
when they move to a new community. As noted in Chapter 1, by assuming the
consumer is more farniliar with one brand than with the other, the argument of
familiarity puts the cart before the horse. Until it can be explained how the consumer
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came to be more familiar with one brand, this argument simply begs the question. A
complete theory of branding must explain how a brand cornes to be adopted by the
consumer in the f h t place.
The theory of spatial branding completes this argument, for it explains why the 10c d customer knows his area. Knowledge of the local area will find many opportunities
for future use by a local customer, but not by one who is not local. Thus, experimentation with local brands is an investment worth making for a local customer, but not
for a transient customer who is unlikely to return, or returns with l a s frequency.

3.3

Appendix: Cornputer Simulation

Locations are differentiated, and geographic space matters, but not in the traditional
sense. Consumers are not defined by a unique location in geographic space, but rather
by a unique travel pattern over that space. Firms compete for consumers in the space

of consumer mobility by placing their stores at locations which provide the greatest
coverage of the consumer's travel pattern. As the present chapter has attempted
to show, such coverage generates not only convenience-value for the consumer but
also information-value, and the latter of these values, unlike the former, give rise to
increasing returns to scale for the c h a h
Many of the simplifymg restrictions of the present model have been relaxed using

computer simulation, allowing the results of this chapter and this thesis to be extended
in a nurnber of ways. The model used in computer simulation will be very briefly

outlined here .
The model is a variation of a true twearm bandit problem with each brand paying
O or 1 with unknown probability

pi,

i = a, b. Consuners revise their beliefs about

each brand on the basis of the experience with the brand according to Bayes theorem.
Since the sampling process is Bernoulli, a conjugate prior fkom the Beta family of
distributions is used so that the posterior is also a member of the Beta family. The
model is a variant of this standard formulation in the following respects:
1. The model is made very general by interpreting O and 1not as payoffs, but rather

product types; thereby allowing for the analysis of both vertical and horizontal
dinerentiation. If all consumers prefer to receive a O (or a 1) then the model is
one of pure vertical differentiation; whereas if sorne consumers prefer to receive

a 1 and others prefer to receive a 0, the mode1 is one of horizontal differentiation.
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2. Consumers are distributed across travel patterns (mobility space). A travel
pattern is described by a Markov "mobility matrix", with elements of the matrix giving the consumer's probability of moving fiorn one location to another.
Different consumers have different travel patterns.

3. Consumer mobility results in their purchase decisions being distributed over
time and space. Brands have less than perfect coverage of the market, thus not
all arms (brands) are available at each decision epoch. This is

a fundamental

depaxture from the standard bandit model.

3.3.1

Solving for an Optimal Policy

There are two basic approaches to solving for an optimal policy to a bandit problems:

"The variety of policies that have been suggested for the multi-arrned
bandit reflect the diversity of criteria by which such policies can be judged.
The sirnplest criteria place the problem in an optimization Farnework by
post ulating a prior distribution for the unknown paramet ers and maximizing the expected sum of rewards over a finite horizon, or the discounted
s u . of rewards over an infinite horizon. The backwards induction algorithm is available for the finite horizon formulation; the attraction of the
discounted formulation is the stationarity of intertempord cornparisons
implied by it. These criteria place zero or finite weight on the infinite fu-

ture; in contrast , the asyrnptotic optimality requirement puts zero weight
on any finite time interval. Asymptotic optimality is an appealing prop

erty, but as a criterion its exclusive concern with tail behavior seerns to
throw away more than just the bathwater." (Bather 1981, Dr. F. P. Kelly,
p. 285 of the discussion of Professor Bather's paper)

The computer rnodel uses a finite-horizon stochastic dynamic-program built around
a modification of the Gittins Index Theorem (Gittins 1979) to solve for an optimal
policy. Optirnality is defined over a finite horizon with a positive discount rate. As
such, the rnodel does not throw out the baby. However, so as not to place zero
weight on the indehite future, policies which approximate optimality over periods
longer than that used for the backwards induction algorithm were obtained through

t erminal-date approximations adapted from Berry and Fristedt (1985).
The Gittins Index Theorem allows the complex t w ~ b r a n dbandit problem to be
separated into two one-brand bandit problems. Each of the one-brand problems is
solved sepmately to obtain an index function for the brand in question. The index
function gives the value of the brand for d possible consumer beliefs and locationsmuch like assigning a certainty equivalent value in a problem of pure risk, except that
the index value includes the value of information. Under the Index Theorem it is then
optimal to select whichever brand has the highest index value, given the consumer's
beliefs (purchase experience) and location. A graph of an index function generated
by the computer program is shown in Figure 3.1.

A purchase fiom a brand can result in "success" or "Mure".

The number of

successes obtained in previous purchases from the brand is measured by the a-axis,
the number of failures by the baxis. The index function is increasing in successes
but decreasing in failures, and includes a measure of the value of information to
be obtained from another purchase. A population of consumers with various travel
patterns (Markov mobility matrices) travel around a fixed number of locations, each
independently selecting the brand at their current location which has the highest index
value. Time paths of sales similar to those derived in Chapter 5 are easily generated.
Unfortunately, the Index Theorem of Gittin's only proves optimality of the indexpolicy in the standard bandit problern where d l arms (brands) are available for selection at every decision epoch. However, the probiem of spatial branding d f i r s fiom
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Index Function

Figure 3.1: The Mudified Gittins Index F'unction
the standard problem in that the availability of the brand depends on the size of the
chain and the consumer's travel pattern. Because of this difference, optimality of an
index-policy has not been generally proven for this modified problem (although the
program has been validated by reproducing results published by both Gittin's and
Berry-Fiistedt for the standard bandit).
There is, however, a correspondence between mobility matrices and possible discount sequences. As such, it is conjectured that such a proof is possible for a restricted
set of mobility matrices which satis& the regularity condition of Berry and Ristedt
noted earlier in footnote 10 on page 29. Unfortunately, a formd proof of a Modified
Index Theorem for the mobile consumer will have to be postponed for future work-as

will the mode1 itself.

Chapter 4
The Theory of Spatial Branding

and Retail Chains in Continuous
Geographic Space: A Hotelling

Model
4.1

Introduction to the Model

In the present chapter the mode1 of the last chapter is further extended, in the
Hotelling tradition, to a continuous and uniforrn geographic space represented by

a circle of unit circumference. The exparnded concept of geographic space is used t o
more fully develop the formal concepts of convenience and consumer mobility.
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60

Extending the Concepts of Consumer Mobility, Convenience, and Information Value

Recall the argument of Section 3.1.2. Spatial distribution is of particdar importance
in the sale of convenience goods: inexpensive items for which transportation (and
other inconvenience) costs are a significant fraction of the gros social surplus derived
£rom the good. Even though consumers will not travel far to obtain such goods, they
do nonetheless travel. And when they travel, they take their demand for convenience
goods with them. Spatial branding is of particular importance because consumers
are mobile, travelling for reasons exogenous to their demand for convenience goods
(Axiom 3.1). As a result, these consumers find spatial distribution convenient, and
spatial branding informative. The comparative advantage of retail chains lies in the
provision of convenience goods to mobile consumers.
The model of Chapter 3 forrnalized Axiorn 3.1 with the heuristic assumption that
the consumer's travel pattern was entirely exogenous to such demand. This assump
tion usefully illustrated the concept of convenience by taking it to its limit. The
model of the present chapter uses a more general formalization of geographic space
to relax this assumption and, thereby, more fully capture Axiom 3.1. It does so by
decomposing consumer mobility into primary and secondary travel patterns. Quite
naturdy, this expanded conceptualization of consumer mobility gives rise to an expanded conceptualization of convenience, which will be shown to now include both
primary and secondary forms.
Expanding the concepts in this way yields a fuller understanding of retail chains

and the information value they create for mobile consumes. However, these expanded
concepts do present a problem for finding an optimal policy. In particdar, the argument that the future looks like the present can no longer be used in the solution
to the optimal policy (recall footnote 10). Nonetheless the optimal policy is found

and s h o m to generate one of the primary results of this thesis: that the local market
share of each store in a retail chah is convex in the size of the chain, i.e. there are
increasing returns to scale.

4.1.2

Geographic Space and the Distribution of Stores

Consider a city represented by a circle of unit circderence. Throughout the circular
city, stores from each of the two brands are assunied to be distributed, with locations
determined exogenously. To simpliv the model, a certain amount of symmetry must
be imposed. In particular, assume Brand b has

nb

stores which are uniformly dis-

tributed around the city. In the present model it will be useful to refer to the set of
locations contained within the geographic area between any two stores from Brand b
as a cornmanity and denote such a set by A. As such, the size (i.e. geographic length)

of each community is identical and equai to l/nb. As in the model of the previous
chapter, Brand a will serve a subset of these communities. Thus, 1 5 na 5

nb.

If

Brand a serves a community, its store is assumed to be positioned at the midpoint
between the two stores Tom Brand b.
These assumptions imply two types of communities: those served by both brands,
and those served only by Brand b. Further, the syrnmetry imposed on the space
means that particular communities within each type are identical and need not be
distinguished. Thus, let A, denote a representative community served by Brand a
and let AL denote one which is not. As well, it will be u s e N at times to let C denote
the unit circle-a

city comprised of the set of all communities. Thus, A, and A; are

representative elements of C.Finally, the consunier's location can now be defined by
her distance A fiom the midpoint of the comniunity. As a result, in communities
served by Brand a, A is the distance of the consumer Tom Brand a. An example of a
city with these geographic features is depicted in Figure 4.1.

Brand B

Brand B

Brand B

Figure 4.1: A Circular City with Four Communities, Two Served by
Brand a

4. '1.3 Consumer Tkavel Patterns
Consumers travel around the circumference of this circular city. However, the move
ment of consumers is somewhat different from that traditionally assumed. Consumers
have no unique location and their travel pattern is less than fully dependent on the
demand for the product. In particular, consumers are assumed to make two types of
trips: prirnary and secondary.

Primary trips (formdy identical to those modelled in the previous chapter) are
entirely independent of the consumer's demand for the product, whereas secondary
trips are solely for this purpose. For example, the prirnary purpose of a trip may be to

get to work, or take the kids to school. While on a primary trip, the consumer might
find it convenient to stop off and pick up the product. This is the secondaq trip.

Similarly, a travelling salesman may be in an out-of-town airport and desire a room

to stay in for the night. Obviously the salesrnan's primary trip is for the purpose

of business, but his secondary trip is to obtain accommodations. In both of these
examples, the primary travel pattern is independent of the demand for the product,
while the secondary travel pattern is fully dependent on this demand and, therefore,
identical to that usually assumed in the traditional Hotelling model.' Formdy, the
consumer's travel pattern will be represented as follows:
Assumption 4.1 Consumer Mobility. T h e consumer's primary travel pattern i s
assumed t o be described by a unjfomn density over the unit circk. Thus, regardless of

the consumer's c u m n t location, al1 points on the unit circle have an equal probability
of being visited ne& period. After her primary trip takes her t o a new comrnunity,

she vil1 make a secondarp trip to one of the two stores closest to her within that
wmmunity. T h e cost per unit distance of secondary travel i s assumed constant and
qua1 t o t 2 0.

4.1.4

Consumer Utility

The consumer's beliefs about each brand are unchanged from the previous models. So
long as consumer surplus fiom a brand is expected to be positive and greater than that
which c m be obtained from other brands, she travels to buy the brand and spends
a fixed amount in its purchase. Thus, if, for example, through her primary travels,
she found herself immediately next to a store from Brand a, a purchase from this
brand would yield an expected surplus of z, the mean of the distribution describing
her beliefs about Brand a. Her expected consumer surplus declines from there as her
distance from Brand a increases, until it reaches a value of zero, or until it falls below
'The reader might conceptualize primary travel as occuring across the interior of the circular city
along highways (not shown), and secondary travel occuring on secondary roads dong the circumference of the circle. Though perhaps useful, this metaphor will not be forrnally used here.
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the surplus expected to be received from a purchase fiom Brand b, whichever cornes
first .
More formally, in communities served by Brand a, there will be some maximum
distance that the consumer will travel to purchase Brand a. Let this critical distance
be Ak. M h e r , let the function u, (xa,A) = I. - t A give the current expected-utility
received by a consumer with beliefs xa at location A who chooses Brand a. Finally,
let

ub

( A ) = pb - t

(& - A ) denote a similar function for Brand b.

Given the linearity of travel costs, the use of piecewise functions can be minimized
by imposing the following simpli&ing restrictions. These restrictions are imposed on
parameters so that only stores closest to the consumer will be candidates for selection.

Parametric Restriction 4.1 Comrnunities served only by Brand b are assumed to
be covered so consumer surplus és nonnegatiue at al1 locations within such a community. Algebraically, pb - t/2nb 2 0.
This assumption will simpli@ the statement of an optimal purchase policy for
comunities served only by Brand b. The following additional restrictions will sirnpli@
its statement for commuuities served by both brands.

Parametric Restriction 4.2 A consumer standing in fiont of a store from Brand
a is assurned to prefer Brand a even zf it is of low utility-value. Algebraically, pa Ca

> pb - t/2nb. Similady, a consumer standing in front of a store from Brand b

is assumed to prefer Brand b even i f Brand a is of high utility-value. Algebraically,
Pa

+ O a - t/2nb < pb.
Although price cornpetition between brands is not being analyzed here, the above

restrictions are of the "no d - p r i c e undercutting" variety. Neither of these restrictions are formally required for the results, but the absence of such restrictions will
complicate the analysis unnecessarily.
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Given these assumptions, the current utility a consumer with beliefs x, can expect
to derive fi-orn travelling to a community served by Brand a is

where EA<A*lAEAa
denotes the expectation over locations in a cornmunity served by
Brand a and satisfying the restriction X 5 A*. Note that 2nbXkc m be interpreted as
either (i) the probability of a consumer purchasing Tom Brand a, given she travels to

a community served by this brand, or

(22)

the proportion of trips made to communities

served by Brand a which result in purchases Tom this brand.
Since communities served o d y by Brand b are covered, when the consumer travels
to such communities she will always purchase Brand b, choosing the store closest to
her. Thus the current utility a consumer cari expect to derive Çom travelling to such
a community is

where ExEaodenotes the expectation over locations contained in a community not
served by Brand a.

4.2

Narrowing the Problem

4.2.1

The Form of an Optimal Policy: Policy-Farnily Po

We seek an optimal policy governing the consumer's choice between brands when she
travels t o communities served by both brands. Given the previous assumptions, the
mdysis can be restricted to purchase policies which are members of the following
family of policies:

Definition 4.1 Policy-Famdy Po és the set of al1 policies nk satisfyng the following
condition:
a if

(A $ A" (x,)) A (A E ha)

b if

otherwise

where A" ( r u )is the maximum distance a consumer with beliefs x , vil1 travel to purchase from Brand a under Policy k . Implicit i n this statement is the condition that,

if the consumer visits a community not served by Brand a , she buys Brand b from the
store closest to her location.
Such policies dictate the purchase Brand a when the consumer's primary travel
pattern takes her to a community served by Brand a and the distance from Brand a
is no greater than X~ ( x a ) . In what follows it will sometimes prove convenient to refer
to Policy k by its critical value function X~ ( x a ) rather than the entire function ak.
Similarly the following definition will also prove useful for future reference:

Definition 4.2 The Value of Policy k. The current utilitg a consumer can expect to derive under Policy k when travelling t o a community served by Brand a is

via (x,)

UA,

(xaj Ak (x,)), found by evahating Equatzon 4.1 at the critical value

function X~ ( x a ) which defines Policy k .
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4.2.2

Two Restrictions

In this section the problem of finding an optimal purchase policy will be narrowed
by examining restrictions which such a policy must satisfy. First, an optimal policy
must be optimd for al1 beliefs the consumer may hold (i.e. for both experienced and
inexperienced consumers). Second, an optimal policy must perform at least as well

as a myopic policy, which does not take into account future periods. Examining such
restrictions will not only serve to break the problem of finding an optimal policy into
parts, but also serve to improve o u . intuitive understanding of the policy once found.
Analysis is restricted in this section to the behavior of a consumer who visits a
cornrriunity served by both brands. The consumer must decide to which brand her
secondary trip should be made. This is nothing more than the behavior traditionally
assumed in the Hotelling fi-amework, Save for the modification that the consumer's
most-preferred location (the starting point of the secondary trip) is stochastically
determined (rather than fixed, as traditionally assumed). The stochasticity associated
with her most-preferred location is derived from the stochasticity of her primary travel
pattern. Once such behavior is better understood, Section 4.4 will extend the analysis
to examine the behavior of a consumer whose primary triptaking can take her to any
community in the city, thus visiting communities served by Brand a only with a given
fkequency (strictly less than unity).

The Behavior of an Experienced Consumer: Policy-Family Pi
This section examines restrictions imposed on an optimal policy by the condition
that such a policy must be optimal for an experienced consumer-i.e.

one who has

previously purchased Brand a and knows its utility-value. Completion of this task will
thus take us part way to finding an optimal policy. Finding an optimal policy will then
amount to finding the additional restrictions imposed by the optimality condition for

an inexperienced consumer. This latter task is reserved for Section 4.4.

To this end, consider the situation faced by an experienced consumer who travels
to a community served by Brand a. Such a consumer will face one of two possible sets
of valuation curves, each being comprised of the sole valuation-cuve for Brand b and
one of the two possible valuation-cuves for Brand a. These curves are as depicted in
Figure 4.2.

Brand A
1/2nb kms

1

Figure 4.2: Optimal Choices for an Experienced Consumer in a Two-Brand
Community
If x: = 1,+,,
X

then an experienced consumer will buy Brand a for all locations

5 x ~ However,
.
if

= llra-oothen she will buy Brand a for all locations X

5 A'.

It follows, then, that we can further restrict our search to policies which take the
following form:
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Definition 4.3 Policy-Family

Pl is the set of

al1 policies nk E % satisfying the

following restriction:

where the value X~ defines the k"

mernber o f this family and vthere the values Xh

and A' are as dzagmmatically defined above (and algebraically defined zn Table 4.1
below). Obviously, Plc Pa.
Note that members of this family of policies differ only in the critical location
X~ governing the choice of an inexperienced consumer. Fùrther, all dictate the same

optimal subpolicies (Xh,

A')

governing choices made by an experienced consumer. It

should be clear, then, that in seeking a generally optimal policy A* (x,), we seek a
policy which is a mernber of

Pland which is distinguished by its assignment of an

optimal critical location A* governing the choice made by an inexperienced consumer.
At this point it will be useful to introduce some additional notation for the values
received by a consumer under any policy nk E Pl.To this end, recall h m Definition

4.3 that via (x,) 5

VA,

(x,,Ak (x,)) is the current utility a consumer can expect to

derive under any policy nk when travelling to a community served by Brand a. Given
Definition 4.3, it follows that the current utility a consumer will receive under policy
rkE Pi is
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where via

UA,

(lPa-oa, A')

, via

VA,

(l/2ra+ga

x ~ ,)via 3

VA^ (lpa+o,,! x

70

~ ) In
e2

particular, note that while value uta is particular to policy k, the value. via and v i a
are conmon to all policies which are members of Family Pl.These latter values are
derived in the next section and presented in Table 4.1.
Policy-Family P2 and a Myopic Purchase Policy

This section examines the restrictions imposed by the myopic purchase policy. An
optimal policy, which considers the value of information contained in a purchase from

Brand a, must perform at l e s t as well as a myopic purchase policy, which does not
consider such value. Exaraining a myopic policy serves two purposes. First, the
bound imposed by a myopic policy serves to not only narrow the problem of finding

an optimal policy, but also aids our intuitive understanding of such a policy. Second,

and more importantly, once an optimal policy is found, the role of chain size in
creating information value for the consumer can be usefully analyzed by comparing
and contrasting the optimal policy to the purchase behavior dictated by a myopic
policy.

A myopic purchase policy is defined by the condition that the brand chosen is
that offering the highest expected current utility, given the consumer's location and
beliefs. Graphically, a myopic purchase policy looks as depicted in Figure 4.3.
2Since ail policies under consideration ciiffer only by the value governing the choice of an inexperienced consumer, we are denoting such policies according to the d u e s so assigned. Nonetheless,
whenever there is the possibility of confusion, the policy function hk (S.) and the policy value A*
for x, = 1/2,ai,a will be carefully distinguished by the presence of the argument x, on the former but not on the latter. Simiiar comments apply to the function v i a (x,) and its value via for
x, = 1/2,aI,,.
Note, as well, that such policies may also use other parameters of the decision
problem (in addition to the consumer's beliefs), but these will be suppressed for now.
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Brand A

,
Figure 4.3: Am, A Myopic Purchase Policy

Formally, a myopic policy Am (x,) is defined by the ~ondition:~

where

T

= t / n bis the "normalized" cost of secondary travel for the consumer-a
-

-

3 ~ o t that
e this condition is equivalent to:

a
ax

-UA,

(GzAm

(xa))

0

measure of the inconvenience of stopping off while on her primary trip.
1
Since xa E {1/2,a*u,, l,a+oa,

,) , the myopic policy c m be stated more ex-

plicitly as follows:

where the definitions of Table 4.1 are employed ( r e c d also that A

pb

- pu).

Table 4.1: Some Definitions

Parametric Interpretation 4.1 Note that Parametric Restriction 4.2 implies O
o1

< am 5

ah

<

1 and therefore O 5 A' 5 Am

5

<

X~ 5 1/2nb. These A's are

the maximum secondary-trauel distances for consumers under alternative assumptions
about the experience of consumers and the underlying value of Brand a. Given the
primary travel pattern of consumers is unzform, these maximum distances irnply the
a's may be interpreted as probabilities of purchase Rom Brand a. For example, an
experienced consumer who has found Brand a to be of high-value will choose Brand a
i f her primary travel pattern takes her within a distance of X~ of a store from Brand
a's chain. Thus, given her primary travel pattern is unzform and takes her to a
comrnunity serued by Brand a , the probability that such a consumer bugs fram Brand
a is ah,where ahzz

x ~ (l/Znb)
/
= 2qJh.
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A myopic policy is a member of Policy-Family Piand can be used to further the
search for an optimal policy. What distinguishes a myopic policy within the family
of policies Plis that it would have an inexperienced consumer buy £rom Brand a for

aJ1 locations A 5 Am and £rom Brand b for al1 locations X > Am. It follows that,
for ca 2 O, an optimal policy A* will be a member of a family of policies

Pz c Pi

satisfying the restriction Am 5 A* 5 Ah. This is true since an optimal policy takes into
account the present value of information about Brand a acquired through its purchase.
Since a myopic policy does not take into account the value of such information, the
distance an inexperienced consumer will travel to purchase £rom Brand a under an
optimal policy will be greater than that under a rnyopic policy. Thus we have:

Definition 4.4 Policy-Family P2 is the set of al1 policies nk E Pi satisfying the
condition that hm 5 A*

< Xh,

where Ak is the critical distance governing the behavior

of an inexperiaced consumer under policy

?rk.

Proposition 4.1 An optimal policy T * is a member of Policy-family P2.
In particular,
Am 5 A* 5 hh for

6:

2 0.

The values for A' and X~ in Table 4.1 imply d u e s for via and via in Equation 4.3.
These are the values received by an experienced consumer under any policy nk E Pl.
These values, along with the value v;(g received by an inexperienced consumer under
a myopic policy are derived in the Appendix and presented below:
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Note that the value v;\g is unique to a myopic policy, whereas the values via and vka
are common to al1 members of the policy family Pl.

4.3

The Value of Information: A Restricted Analysis

This section examines the d u e of information (contained in a purchase from Brand
a) a consumer can expect to derive within a single period given her primary travel

pattern taJses her to a community served by both brands. Thus, both the temporal and
spatial nature of the consumers problern is here restricted. The analysis is performed
both graphically and algebraically.

4.3.1

Finding the Value of Information Graphically

To better understand Proposition 4.1, and the value of information contained in a
purchase from Brand a, consider Figure 4.4. This diagram makes it c1ea.r that a

community served by both brands is comprised of three geographic areas.* At each
end of the community is a segment where one brand is dominant. Information acquired
about Brand a will be of no curent value should the consumer's primary travel pattern
take her to a location in either of these two areas. In contrast, such information does
have value if her primary travel pattern takes her t o a location in the rniddle region of
the community. This is the decision zone, where she faces a nontrivial choice problem.
4Actua.Uy, this is only one half of the community. However, the other half (on the other side of
Brand a) is analytically identical to this one,so we wiU speak as if this is the entire community.
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The shaded triangles represent the potential gains from knowing the true value of
Brand a and making the correct purchase decision on the basis of that information.
The areas of these triangles are directly related to the value of information under a
myopic purchase policy, though such a policy does not take into account this value.

Pa

-

Brand

Figure 4.4: The Value of Information under a Myopic Policy

The height of the triangles represents the cost of making incorrect future purchase
decisions about Brand a, whereas the length of the decision zone determines the
Uelihood that such decisions will have to be made. The two triangles are symmetric

and have equal probability of "occurring", so we need only find the expected value
of one to h d the value of information. To this end, consider the left-hand triangle,
ubc. The clifference in the heights of the c w e s bounding this triangle is 2tX and

the length of the triangle is Am - A' = oa/2t. Given the consumer's primary travelpattern is uniforrn, all locations in this space of length 1/2nbare equally likely. Thus,

the expected value of this triangle, F, is

This result is discussed below in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2

Finding the Value of Information Algebraically

The expected value of information under a rnyopic policy c m &O be found somewhat
more formally fiom the following identity:

where E,:

1 ai 1/2Ppf

va

is as defined previously in Equation 2.4. The first term on the

right-hand side of Equation 4.8 is the expected value of being an experienced consumer. Since a rnyopic policy ?rm E
that this value is

Piit follows, fkom Equations 4.3, 4.6a and 4.6c,
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where 0 E (arnl2+

-5

Since Ezgla,l,2,,hoa
X: = 1/ZPa+,,
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, the second term on the

right-hand side of 4.8 is value expected to be received by an inexperienced consumer
under a myopic policy. Rom Equation 4.6b, this value is

vc =

/I, -

$+f

.

Thus, it follows, by substitution, that

as before.

4.3.3

Analysis

F is the expected one-period value of having perfect information about Brand a
when travelling to a comrnunity senred by Brand a.6 This value is increasing in the
uncertainty of the consumer's beliefs about Brand a (as measured by the variance of
her prior distribution, uz) and decreasing in the cost of secondary travel T-the

cost

of stopping while on her primary trip.7

ai2

= ct2

5Note that the restriction ah 5 1 irnpiies that
5 1. Note also that

+ a;/T2 =3!,

P=

+ L T ~ /+T ~~ P L T ~5/ T1 and therefore

( C q 2 + (ah)
2

' ~ h i svalue may also be found by purely geometric methods. Again, consider the left-hand
triangle, abc. Use point a as the top of the triangle and cb as its base. Drop a perpendicular
down to its base so that two right-angle triangles are formed. The height of each these triangles is
Am - d = a,/2t and their base is oJ2. Thus the combined area of both right-angle triangles is

4
Area (abc) = 4t
Since the probability (loosely speaking) the consumer's primary travel pattern takes her to any
location within the length of this triangle is 2nb the result follows.
7~ormally,
~F/~L
= O,/T
T . > O and a F / & = -o:/2r2.

The effect of each of these two factors on the information value of Brand a is
apparent Tom Figure 4.4. In particular, an increase in the consumer's uncertainty

about Brand a has the effect of increasing both the height of the shaded triangles and
the length of the decision zone. In contrast, as the inconvenience cost of the secondary
trip falls, the valuation curves for each brand get flatter and the decision zone expands,
again increasing the value of information about Brand a. The role of uncertainty h a .
been previously discussed in Section 2.4, so it is the role of convenience which is of
particular interest here. This role is summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 4.2 A reduction in the cost of secondary trauel, 7 ,not only reduces the

w s t of the current purchase, but also increases the value of information wntained i n
that purchase. Both of these effects zncrease the likelihood of the consumer purchasing
the brand. The Zncrease in the value of infornation is depicted graphically in Figure

4.4

by an increase in the length of the decision zone which accompanies a reductzon

in T .
The present model has expanded the concept of convenience from the formalization
which was used in the model of Chapter 3. Convenience is provided to a brand's
customers through more tàan just chain size. Many other factors associated with
the attributes of the individual stores in the chain, rather than the chain itself are
also important in the provision of convenience. Retail chahs are often concerned
with qui& service; with the ease of access to and egress from premises; and with
the general convenience of purchase. Proposition 4.2 states that these convenience
services not only reduce the consumer's current costs of obtaining the brand, but also
increase the value of information associated with its purchase, making them al1 the
more i r n p ~ r t a n t . ~
8The central purpose of this paper is to present an argument for the existence of chains, not to
analyze cornpetition between them. In keeping with this purpose, the present model has restricted

Remark 4.1 Chain ske, c,, detemines the brand's wuerage of the consumer's p h mary travel pattern. A s such, it will sometimes be referred to as the brand's leuel of

' k r i m a v convenience. " In contrust, T is the w s t of secondary travel and, as such, will
sometimes be referred to as detemining the brand's level of "secondary convenience."

4.3.4

Implications for an Optimal Purchase Policy

As noted earlier, an optimal policy will consider not only the expected current utility
to be derived from the purchase of Brand a, but also the expected present value of
information. Let F*denote the expected present value of information obtained under

an optimal p o l i ~ y . An
~ intuitive understanding of the role of information value in
the convenience costs (i.e. T'S) for each brand to be the same. This restriction has the effect
of separating the effect of convenience on information-value from its effect on the current cost of
purchase. Diagrammatically, the midpoint of the market is maintained while the length of the
decision zone and the heights of the yellow triangles are allowed to expand and contract with changes
in T. Obviomly if convenience costs were to be an object of competitive analyses, the mode1 would
need to be generalized to d o w different brands to have different 7%. Similar comments apply to
pricing and other variables typically analyzed in competitive choice.
At times the interpretation of the metric for T has b e n rather loose. This is intentional, but
it stretches the formal interpretation of T and space of secondary travel. Formally, the space of
secondary travel in the present mode1 is a uniforrn geographic space. This is the sirnplest possible
interpretation for there is the requirement that the "space of secondary travel" be physically linked
to the "space of primary travel," otherwise the consumer could not move between these spaces. For
example, highway travel must be physically linked to secondary-road travel. Obviously, the cost
per unit distance of secondary travel c m be d e c t e d by such thing as size of parking lot; the ease
of access and egress from premisses; whether the store has a drivethru window; whether the store
is on the opposite side of the primary-travel road the consumer is on; whether there is a meridian
dividing such the road, etc. Two brands may be djrectly across the intersection from each other,
yet one may be much more accessible than the other, despite the fact that they are very close (on
a distance metric). Thus, at least informdy, the space of secondary travel being considered is far
from uniforrn, and might be best thought of in terms of a "convenience metric", rather than the
traditional distance metric. Note also that if T is sufEciently large, the space of secondary travel
might not be "covered", allowing for t h e possibility that the consumer stays on her primary route,
not stopping to buy any brand.
An excellent guide to locating retail stores is provided by Salvaneschi (1996). In particular, he
examines factors as the size and positioning of parking lots, the position of entrances and exits,
where to locate stores at intersections, if there is a bend in the road, etc. Ail these factors can affect
the inconvenience of a consumer stopping while on her primary trip.
g ~ o tthat
e F*will differ somewhat £rom F (derived above) for reasons discussed below in Section
4.4-3 it did not, the job of Gnding an optimal policy would be completed.

affecting the purchase of Brand a can be gained through Figure 4.5. As depicted, the
value of information F*increases the height of an inexperienced consumer's valuationcurve for Brand a making the purchase of this brand more likely under an optimal
policy.

A rnyopic policy is defined by the condition that it maximize current-period utilityvalue. Since information has value only in future periods, a rnyopic policy does not
expend resources on capturing such value. In particular, the current-period cost
of acquinng information under any policy rk E

P2 is 2t (Xk - x ~ , )which is the

incremental travel cost beyond that borne by a myopic policy. This cost is depicted

in Figure 4.5 for the optimal policy by the length of the dashed line-segment gh =

2t (A* - Am) . Since the cost of acquiring information is borne in the current period, a
rnyopic policy minimizes it by setting

= Am. Thus, even though information value

exists under a myopic policy (since Brand a could be purchased under such a policy),
such a policy does not take this value into account in setting X~ for an inexperienced
consumer. However, an optimal policy sets Xk = A* so that gh

=

F*,where the

margind (current) cost of acquiring information is just equal to the present-value of
the information's marginal future benefit.
The following proposition is stated here for heuristic purposes, next to its associated graph, although more formal algebraic justification for the proposition is reserved
for Section 4.5.
Proposition 4.3 A n y factor which increases the wnvenience of Brand a also in-

creuses the value of information and, therefom, the critical distance A* which governs
the purchases of an inexperienced consumer under an optimal polzcy. In the context
of the present model them are two classes of such factors. First, any factor which

reduces T , the cost of secondary tmvel (2.e. the inconvenience of stopping while on a
primarg trip), such as quick service and the ease of access and egress from prernises,

B ran
O

h* kms

)
-

-

1/2nb h kms

Figure 4.5: A*, An Optimal Policy for an Inexperienced Consumer

m1
.1 fvnction i n this manner. Second, chain size also junctions i n this manner. The

greater the size of Brand a's mtail chain, the greater the coverage of the consumer7s
primary travel pattern, and the greater the vahe of any information acquired about

Brand a.
The following point is of a more technical nature and of lesser importance to the

understanding of an optimal policy. As such, it is made in the form of the following
rernark:

Remark 4.2 A n optimal policy not only aflects the wst of acquiring infomation,

but also its value. To see this note that the value of information depends on how
it aflects the consumer's decisions. As such, the value of infornation is not some
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universal constant, but rather depends on (i) how the information is used once acquired
and (ii) the decisions which would be made pBor to its acquisition. With respect to
(i), al1 purchase policies (mamined herein) use information in the same way: 2.e.

optimally. However, with respect to (221, not all purchuse policies make the same
decisions prior ta the acquisition of information. In particular, the rnyopic policy
sets X~ = Am, whereas the optimal policy sets AL = A*. This diflerence in the pnor
decisions made by these policées a&cts the value of infornation. Consumers zuho
use diferent purchase policies walue information diffemntly. Graphically, the value
of information under an optimal policy is related to the a r a of the lightly shaded

triangles in Figure 4.6 (to avoid clutter, the valuation line p,

+F* which goes through

point '9" has been remoued). Note that the cornbined area of these triangles is greater

Pa

-

Brand

Figure 4.6: The Value of Informution Under an Optimal Policy
than that under a rnyopic policy, so the value of infornation under an optimal policy

is also greater. Intuitively, an optimal policy malces fewer mistakes i f Brand a 2s of
high-value (rep~esentedby the darkly-shaded a m "cdfg"), but more mistakes when
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Brand a is of low value (~presentedby the apanded lightly-shaded arec '%cgi")).The
mistakes made by an optimal policy prior to the acquisition of information are Earger
than those made by a myopic policy-this

is simply the pnce paid by an optimal policy

to acquire information which will irnprove future decisions.

4.4

Finding the Optimal Purchase Policy

We seek an optimal purchase policy which governs the choice of an inexperienced
consumer in a cornmunity served by Brand a. Thus, suppose the consumer's primary
travel pattern takes her to a location where both brands are available. Given her uniform travel pattern, she will, almost surely, find herself at such a location eventually.

4.4.1 A Problem Created by Expanding the Concept of Convenience
In solving for the optimal purchase policy, we have, up to now, been able to use
the argument that if it is optimal to buy Brand b in the current period, then it is
optimal to buy it in all future periods as well. If this argument could be used in the
present model, the problem of finding an optimal policy could be solved by simply
extending the analysis of the previous section. This argument was available for use in
the models of the previous chapters since the decision-problem faced by the consumer
in those models was time-invariant. Unfortunately, despite the fact that a geometric

discount sequence is assurned,1° the consumer's decision-problem in the present model
no longer possess this time-invariance property.
The consumer's decision-problem is no longer time-invariant due to the continuous
nature of the geographic space and the existence of secondary travel within that space.
1°~ecallthe discussion in Remark 10.
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In particular, the consumer's primary travel within this space results in her distance
from Brand a and, therefore, her cost of purchasing Brand a, changing fkom period
to period. In the model of the last chapter, however, the cost of acquiring Brand a

was a constant equal to the foregone value of the known brand, Brand b. Given the
size of Brand a's retail chain, the consumer either purchased Brand a in the current
period or purchased Brand b then and forever after. In the present model, however,
there is a random variable at work: For reasons exogenous to the demand for this
product, the consumer may find herself in neighborhood of Brand a and, therefore,
rnay find the purchase of Brand a, and the information acquired through its purchase,
is relatively inexpensive to acquire. In particular, it is no longer the case in the
present model that the cost of acquiring information about Brand a is a constant.
Thus, although she may fmd it convenient to purchase Brand b in the current period,

this does not mean she will continue to purchase Brand b into the indefinite future; she
may or may not, depending on how convenient each brand is in each period. It follows

t hat the introduction of secondary travel within a continuous geographic space, and
the inconvenience cost associated with such travel, has sornewhat complicated the
determination of an optimal purchase policy. Nonetheless, an optimal policy c m be
found.

4.4.2

Policy B: A Policy of Postponement

In solving for an optimal policy, we can, as before, restrict our analysis to policies
which choose either Brand a or Brand b in the current period, and choose optimally
thereafter. Note that the only difference between these two policies, other than current utility value, is due to the timing of the purchase of Brand a and the concomitant
receipt of information about its utility-value. Under Policy A, the purchase of Brand a
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takes place in the current period and any information so obtained c m then be immediately used in al1 future purchases. Policy B, in contrast, is a policy of postponement.
Under Policy B, the purchase of Brand a is postponed for at least one more period,
to a time stochastically determined by the consumer's travel pattern and the optimal
purchase policy.
Ultimately, however, the purchase of Brand a WU almost surely take place under
Policy B as well. This is true since future purchases under Policy B are governed
by the optimal policy, and A*

> Am > O for

O,

> O. In paxticular, let

p* denote

the probability the consumer buys Brand a for the f i s t time in any period under
the optimal purchase policy. The relationship between p* and A* is easily found.
Given the consumer's uniform travel pattern, she will travel to a community served
by Brand a with probability c,

= na/nb. Given she travels to such a community, the

probability she h d s herself at a location for which the purchase Brand a is dictated by
the optimal policy is 2nbX*.The product of these two probabilities yields $ = 2naA*,
the probability she, as an inexperienced consumer, buys Brand a for the f i s t time in
any period under the optimal policy."
Policy B is thus best viewed as one which postpones the purchase of Brand a to a
future period. Obviously a policy of postponement might be optimal given her current
location. This would surely be the case if the consumer's primary travel pattern takes
her to a location in that range where Brand b is dominant (i.e. X

> x ~see
, Figure 4.4).

However, once Brand a has been purchased under Policy B, the two policies, A and

B, will yield identical values in a,ll future perioàs, each having identical information
sets and using those sets in an identical manner. Thus Policy B will ultimately yield
information as well, it's just that the acquisition of the information under this policy
is postponed to a future period, to be stochastically determined by the consumer's

"

TO verify that 2nJ* does satisfy minimum requirements of a probability note that O 5 A* 5
1/2nb. Multiplying through by 272, yields O 5 2n,X* _< n,/nb _< 1.

primary travel pattern.

4.4.3

The Optimal Policy with Secondary Travel

In this section the job of finding the optimal purchase policy is camied out. As before,
in finding an optimal policy we can restrict our attention to policies which choose

either Brand a or b in the current period and optimdy thereafter. Let V,(x,,A)

and & (x,,A) be, respectively, the expected present-values of these policies, given the
consumer's beliefs x, and her location A. These values can be found as follows:
O

Policy A: Choose Brand a in the current period, choosing optimally thereafter.
Thus

where u, is the current utility derived from a purchase of Brand a and

is the expected present value of future purchases under an optimal policy which
starts with the selection of Brand a. If the consumer travels to a community

served by Brand a, she cm, under an optimal purchase policy, expect to receive
utility of
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where via and via are as d e h e d previously in Equations 4.6a and 4.6c, respectively. If, however, the consumer travels to a community served o d y by Brand
b, she c m , under an optimal purchase policy, expect to receive utility of

(as previously derived in Equation 4.2). Substitution of Equations 4.13 and 4.14
into Equation 4.12 yields

Policy B: Choose Brand b in the current period, choosing optimally thereafter.
Thus,

where Fc (1/2pa*ffa)= EAEe

Ib,l /2,aI,a

V * (x:, A) is the expected present value

of future purchases under an optimal policy which starts with the selection
of Brand b. Under this policy, the beliefs of the consumer do not change, so
E2a)
"

/ 2pa*oaV*(x:, A) = V* (1/2,+,,,

A) . Thus,

If the consumer travels to a commuity served by Brand a, she c m , under an

optimal purchase policy, expect to receive utility of

Whereas if she travels to a community served only by Brand b, she can, under
an optimal purchase policy, expect to receive utility of

Substitution of Equations 4.18 and 4.19 into Equation 4.17 yields12

Remark 4.3 With respect to these policies, note that Fl is not dependent on the
unlînown portion of the optimal policy A*. That is, F,* depends solely on that portion of

an optimal policy which applies to an experienced consumer and not that applying to a n
inexperienced consumer. Thus, F,' is detemined by

and AL and not A*, so P l = F:,

for al1 policies k E 73. This W not the case with F,*. A policy of postponement leaves
the consumer inexperienced-at

least for one more period.

under Policy B will rely on A*.
12The details are contained in the appendix.

Thus, f v t u r ~decisions
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The mode1 c m now be solved in the traditional manner by finding the location
X = A* which just leaves her indifferent between brands. Thus the optimal policy A*
satisfies the following condition13

After substituting for F,' (fkom Equation 4.15) and Fb (from Equation 4-20), this
condition can be solved for a quadratic expression of the form14

where p* -. 2nJ*

denotes the probability an inexperienced consumer buys Brand a

for the first time in any period and where $J = 2iormca

+ PC:. Being a probability,

p* 2 0. As such, p* is the larger of the two roots satisfjmg Equation 4.22:

where orm = 112 - A/T and ,û r (arn12
+ ( o . 1 ~ ) This
~ . is the probability an inexpe
rienced consumer buys fi-orn Brand a for the h s t time.
' " ~ h i scondition could also be obtained by setting aFg/dx* = O and solving for A*.
14Thedetails are contained in the appendix.
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Statement and Explication of the Optimal Policy

In this section an explication of the optimal policy is performed, analyzing the role
of various factors which determine the policy, and the implications that such a policy
has for consumer-decision theory. However, before proceeding along these Enes, a
compIete statement of the optimal policy is required.

To this end, recall that the optimal policy is a member of Policy-family PI(see
Definition 4.3 and Table 4.1). Given this fa&, and the work of the previous section,
the optimal purchase policy, stated in probability form, look as follows:

where ph

= 2nJh

= ahca,

= 2nJL = azca,
and where p* is given by Equation 4.23.

Parametric Interpretation 4.2 Recall from Table 4.1 and Parametric Interpreta-

tion 4.1 that the a ' s are the probabilities of purchase from Brand a, wnditional on the
consumer's primary travel taking her to a community semred by Brand a. Since c, is
the probability she visits such a commnity, it foilows that the p's, being the product
of

Ca

and the various a's, give the unconditional probabilities of purchase from Brand

a. For exarnple, the product ph

E

ahca is the unconditional probability an experienced

consumer who has found Brand a to be of high utility-value bugs from Brand a in any
future period. Thus, while the a ' s can be interpreted as the "local market probabilities"
of purchase, the p 's can be interpreted as the "global market pwbabilzties" of purchase.
T h e former probabilities are those directly relevant to a store within the chain, whereas

the latter probabilities are those directly relevant to the chain as a whole.

Quite naturdy, emphasis is placed on that portion of the optimal policy which
governs the behavior of an inexperienced consumer-Le.

p*. The job of explication is

done by separating the static effect of convenience fiom its dynamic effect.

4.5.1

The Static EflFect of Convenience

Under a myopic purchase policy, the intertempord nature of the consumer's choice
problem plays no role, for the consumer does not take into account the information-

value contained in the current purchase. Nonetheless, even under such a policy, the
probability that the consumer will purchase from Brand a is still increasing in the size

of its c h a h The reason is simple availability. A necessary condition for the consumer
to purchase Tom Brand a is that it be available in the community which the consumer
visits. Thus the greater the number of cornmunities Brand a serves, the greater the
likelihood that it will satisQ this necessary condition. Formally, the probability of
first-purchase fiom Brand a is pm = P c , , where am is a constant under a myopic
policy. Thus, aprn/&, = am > 0.
Since amis a constant, however, so are the returns to scale. That is, if consumer's
behave q q i c a l l y , chah size will not affect the probability of first purchase from
m y particular store within the chain.

As such, this probability exhibits constant

returns to scale. One might expect, therefore, that chain size holds little import for
brand value when consumers behave myopically. However, such is not the case. In
particular, the size of a brand's retail chah will affect the present value of each store
in the c h a h Thus, chah size still matters, even if consumers use a myopic purchasepolicy. Unfortunately a demonstration of this result will have to wait, for it requires
some additional scaifolding which will not be erected until the next chapter.

4.5.2

The Dynamic Effect of Convenience

When consumers are forward looking, taking into account the value of information
contained in their purchase, chain size becornes all the more important, affecting
not only the probability of sale to inexperienced consumers by the chain as a whole,
but also that by each store in the chab through the information value chah-size
creates. Uncert ainty and convenience are complementaxy factors in the production
of information value. Due to this dynômic effect, increasing returns to scale prevail
under forward-looking policies, like the optimal policy considered in this chapter.

The gross effect of chain size on the probability of first purchase can be found fiom
that portion of the optimal policy which governs the behavior of an inexperienced
consumer. In particular, the first partial of 4.23 with respect to chah size yields:

dp*- - iam+ ,ûc,
20
i + p*
dca

Thus, like a myopic policjr, an increase in chain size will increase the probability of
first-purchase from Brand a. However, unlike the constant returns to scale implied by
a myopic policy, when consumers use an optimal forward-looking policy, ret urns t O
scale are increasing. This is apparent from the second-order partial:

Equation 4.25 states that the probability an inexperienced consumer buys from Brand
a is convex in c, , implying that there are increasing returns to chah size. Since p* is

convex in market-coverage c, , it follows t hat p*/ca is increasing in c, , so the probability
of first purchase for each store in Brand a's chain is increasing with the size of the
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c h a h l5
This result can also be found directly. Dividing p* by c, gives the probability of
purchase fiom an individual store in Brand a's chain by an inexperienced consumer
mder an optimal policy. For symmetry of notation, let this value be denoted by a*;
i.e. a*

= p*/ca. Unlike the local-market probabilities cuh,cu',

and am,a* is not a

constant, independent of the size of Brand a's retail chain, as can be seen from the
15Somewhat more formally, the elasticity of scale is

which exhibits increasing retunis if p* > pm. That is, if p* > pm then e > 1, so a one percent increase
in coverage results in a greater than one percent increase in the probability of first purchase. The
algebra looks as follows:
iamca
iamca

+~

c :

+ ,ki
p*

> p*2 + ip*
> ip* - 2ip* + 2c,ami
> amca = p m

+~

c g

The inequality holds so long as oa > O . FormalIy, since pm = omc, and
m i t e p* = -i

+ J(i +

+

+

(am12 *5/r2we can

~ o which
m
it follows that

which says that the probability of first-purchase is never any less under an optimal policy. (The
inequality follows kom squaring both sides.) Naturdy, chah size has the effect of increasing this
differential in the probability of purchase through its effect on the value of information:

This inequality can be proved by expancihg and rearranging as follows:

+ amca + ( o ~ / T (ca/<lm)
) ~
( c , / ~ r " )+
~ îi ( c a / a m )+ cz

i

This is strictly positive for ca > 0.
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following e s t partial: l6

da*
i
- - p* - p m >O
ac,
p* i

(4.26)

+

Thus, an increase in the size of Brand a's retail chah will increase the probability
of sale to inexperienced consumers by each store in the chah. These results are
summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 4.4 Increasing R e t u ~ wto Scale. The probability a n i n q e r i e n c e d

consumer tries Brand a in any period under a n optimal purchase-policg i s convex in
the size of Brand a's retail chain (Equation 4.25). As such, the probability of firstt h e sale under such a policy exhibits increasing returns t o scale-i.e.

the probability

of jîrst-time sale by each store in Brand a's chain zs increasing in the size of its chazn
(Equation 4.26).

The difference between an optimal policy and a myopic policy is the consideration
the consumer gives to the information contained in the current purchase and the use
such information will find in future purchase decisions. Thus the effect of convenience

on the value of information can be measured by the change in the probability of
purchase under these two policies; i.e. a* - am.A feel for the relative importance
of information within the context of the present model c m be obtained graphicdy
16Thefoiiowing partids are also implied:

-da*
=-

Bi

p*-P*

(i + P*)C,

<O

-da*
=-

dA

i+pm
7 (i + p * )

<O

da*
-=-do,

1
a,
Ca
(i+p*)r2

>O

Note, as weU, that the present model, being more generd t hen the model of discrete geographic space,
is &O capable of generating a min~muminformative scale. In particdar, if p, +F* > pb -t/Snb > p, ,
the purchase of Brand a would never take place under a myopic policy, but could take place under
an optimal policy which considers the value of information F*contained in the purchase. However,
to avoid the use of additional piecewise functions, the simplifying Parametric Restrictions 4.2 where
imposed which rule out this possibility. Despite the absence of a minimum informative scde in the
continuous-space model, increasing returns to scale stiU prevail.
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using particular numerical values for the parameters. Figure 4.7 graphs 100 (a*- am)
against the size of Brand a's chain c., using v

= o./r

as a shift parameter which

'

measures secondas. convenience.

As can be seen, the value of information is positive and increasing in both measures of convenience, implying that an increase in both types of convenience can
substantially improve the probability of fht-purchase fiom Brand a.'$

+

17Recallthat ah= am a,/~ and aL= am - aa/7 are the conditional probabilities of purchase
£rom Brand a for an experienced consumer who has found Brand a to be of high and low utilityvalue, respectively. Fix a, at some positive constant and let v r a,/r. To provide a point of
reference, assume the brands would split the market for inexperienced consumers evenly under a
pb - p, = O so am = 0.5. For aim = 0.5, the restriction
myopic purchase policy; i.e. A
O 5 ah < a' 5 1 allows v to range between O and 1/2. The graph assumes i = 5%.
181f the initial distribution of consumers over geographic space is uniform, then, since the travel
pattern of consumers' is also uniform, so too will be the expected distribution of consumers at
any point in time. (See also Chapter 5, Section 5.2). As a result, the probability of purchase
by inexperienced consumers can also be interpreted as Brand a's expected market share of such
consumers. Thus, under this interpretation, Figure 4.7 shows the increase in local market share of
inexperienced consumers enjoyed by each store in Brand a's chah
The effect of primary convenience, Ca, and secondary convenience, T, on the value of information
be found more formally from the following partial derivatives:

=

The latter sign holds for A 2 O.

Figure 4.7: Increase in Local Probability of Sale to Inexperienced Consumers due to the Value of Information. The graphs show the
value of information as measured by the increase in the probability of
purchase by inexperienced consumers enjoyed by each store in Brand a's
chah, i.e. a*- a. The level of primary convenience is measured by c,.
The level of secondary convenience is measured by W.

4.6
4.6.1

Appendix: Derivation of Equations
Derivation of Equations 4.6a, 4.6b and 4 . 6 ~

Substitution of A'

= a1/2nband

= pu - o
. into Equation 4.1 yields Equation 4.6a

as follows:

Substitution of Am

= am/2nband 2.

= p,

into Equation 4.1 yields Equation 4.6b

ah/2nband 3, = pa

+ ou into Equation 4.1 yields Equation

as follows:

Substitution of X~

4 . 6 ~as follows:

4.6.2

Derivation of Equation 4.20

For brevity, the arguments of F,' (1/2,~*,,) and Fl (1/2pa+,a) will be dropped. Substitution of Exsi\. V* (1/2,a+,,

,A) (fiom Equation

4.18) and ExEAkV*
(1/2,~+,,, A)

(from Equation 4.19) into the expression for F,' (Equation 4.17) and multiplying
through by 1

+ i yields the following expression:

Solving for F,' yields Equation 4.20:

where A = pb - pu and

T

= t/nb.
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4.6.3

Derivation of Equation 4.22

Substitution of F,' ( f r m Equation 4.20) into the optimality condition (given by Equation 4.21) yields:

pa - th* - p, + t

(i

+ 2n,X*)

(F:

('

2nb

- A*)

(L

= p b -t

/La - t h * + F l

+ F;

=

2nb

- h * ) +Fl

1
(i 2naX*)

+

+ 5 - 2tA* - A) = pb - 4+
7

4

T

T

T

Substitution for Fg (fiom Equation 4.15) yields

Mult iplying through by 2 n a / t yields Equation 4.22:

where p*
( o a / ~2.)

2naX*, II,= 2iarnca+

,&O

and where am= 1/2 - A/T and

P

=(P)~

+

Chapter 5
Chain Size and the Speed of
Convergence to Long-Run Market

Share
5.1

The Two Effects of Chain Size: Policy-Dependent
and Policy-Independent Effect s

Up to now this thesis has focused on the decisions of inexperienced consumers, and
how chah size can d e c t those decisions by determinhg the value of information contained in a purchase from a spatial brand. This analysis has required rather minimal
assumptions. In particular, the reader may have noticed that nothing has been assumed about the actual value of Brand a. The reason for this is rather simple. By
definition, an experience good has attributes which are unknown prior to its purchase
and consumption. As such, the attributes of the product are irrelevant in explaining the behavior of inexperienced consumers (i.e. an explmation of the first-purchase
of an experience good). As was shown, what is relevant is the consumer's purchase
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policy-specifically, whether this policy considers the value of information contained
in a purchase from Brand a, and how the size of its chain c m affect that va1ue.l
The time has come, however, to consider the role of experienced consumers. So
long as inexperienced consumers have a positive probability of purchase, eventually
they will become experienced, learning the quality of Brand a. It is the actual quality
of Brand a which determines the long-run local-market share enjoyed by each store
in its chain. This chapter presents the second half of the theory of spatial branding
by showing how chah size can affect the value of a spatial brand. In particular, it is
shown that chain size affects the value of a spatial brand in two ways:

(iJ by affecting

the value of information contained in a purchase by new or inexperienced consurners
(this is the "policy-dependent effect" since it depends on the purchase policy used by
consumers), (i2) by affecting the speed with which local-market share converges to its
long-run value (this is the "policy-independent effect" since this effect remains even if
consumers use a myopic policy). A fundamental result derived fkom

(22)

is that not al1

brands will benefit from being big, some brands are better off remaining independent
single-store operations. The remainder of this section briefly introduces the analysis
to follow.
l One might think that such effects require a high level of sophistication on the part of consumers.
There is, however, an easy test to determine whether information value is relevant. Suppose, for
example, you find yourself in an u n f d a r place-perhaps on business-and you need a bite to eat,
or a place to sleep, etc. You have a choice between a known brand and one which you have not
seen before. Which one would you choose? 1s your decision in any way affected by the possibility
of returning to this area? In particular, would you be more likely to try the unfamiliar brand if you
know you will be returning to this area frequently in the future? If so, then the value of information
is relevant-otherwise, it is not.

5.1.1

The Policy-Dependent Effect: The Value of Information

The expected value of any consumer to Brand a is dependent on the likelihood of
that consumer's expenditure being directed to Brand a, rather than some rival brand.
Under an optimal policy, the probability of purchase from Brand a by an inexperienced
consumer is greater than that under a myopic policy since the consumer takes into
account the value of information contained in such a purchase and, therefore, is willing
to travel farther to make the purchase (recall Figure 4.5). This effect of informationvalue on the purchase decisions of inexperienced consumers increases the expected
value of inexperienced consumers to Brand a and, as will be shown in Section 5.3,
increases the present value of each store in Brand a's chain, independent of the quality
of its product.

5.1.2

The Policy-Independent Effect: The Speed of Convergence

Under an optimal policy, the probability of purchase by inexperienced consumers
exhibits increasing returns to scde. As the size of Brand a's chain increases, so too
does the value of information contained in a purchase from Brand a and, therefore,
the probability of first-purchase for each store in Brand a's c h a h In contrast, under

a myopic purchase-policy, returns to scale are constant: the size of Brand a's chain

will not affect the probability of first purchase from any store in the chain. One
might expect, therefore, that if consumers behave myopically, & a h size will hold
little import for the value of Brand a. However, such is not the case.
Even if consuniers behave myopically, chain size still matters to the value of a
spatial brand, for the size of a brand's retail chain determines the speed with which
inexperienced consumers are converted into experienced ones. To see this, suppose
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consumers follow a myopic purchase policy. When an inexperienced consumer buys
fiom any store in Brand a's chain she becomes experienced, learning the value of
Brand a and using this knowledge in al1 subsequent purchase decisions involving any
other store from that chain. However, since

z Am > A', this conversion of an

inexperienced consumer into an experienced one creates a positive externality for
other stores in a high-value chain, but a negative externality for other stores in a
low-value c h a h Section 5.4 shows that the size of Brand a's retail chah affects the
speed of this conversion and, therefore, the present value of each store in the c h a h
Quite naturally, the relationship between chah size and the present value of each
store in the chah is determined by the quality of the brand. In particular, not all
brands serving a mobile population benefit fiom being s p a t i d y branded; low-value
brands are better off remaining single-store operations. Finally, Section 5.5 extends
this result ta show why consumers may believe bigger chains are better chains, even
before they have tried the chain's product.

5.2

The Expected Time-Path of Sales and the PresentValue of a Chain Store

Before the policy-dependent and policy-independent effects of chain size introduced in
the previous section c m be demonstrated, the expected time-path of sales for Brand
a must be derived. To this end, let t denote the number of periods which have elapsed

since Brand a first entered the geographic area. Assurne that consumers spend a fixed
amount per period, allocating this fked expenditure to whichever brand is dictated
by their purchase policy, location, and beliefs. Under this asswnption, the time-path
of Brand a's sales wiU simply be a fixed multiple of the tirne-path of its market share,
where "market share" is defined by the proportion of consumers who allocate their
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expenditure to Brand a.
Brand a's market share at any point in time will depend on the quality of the
Brand a and the following two distributions:

1. The distribution of consumers across geographic s p a c e i n particular , the proportion of the population at time t who are in a community served by Brand

a. In generd, the expected distribution of consumers over geographic space
at any future time is determined by the initial distribution of consumers and
their travel pattern. However, given the primary travel pattern of consumers
is uniform, so too is the expected distribution of consumers at any future time
(independent of their initial distribution). As a result, the expected proportion

of consumers who fmd themselves in a community served by Brand a will be
equal to the proportion of comrnunities served by Brand a. This proportion is
Ca.

2. The distribution of consuniers across experience. Experienced consumers choose

dEerently than inexperienced consumers. Thus, the proportion of the population that has tried Brand a prior to tirne t will be a determinant of the market
share of Brand a at time t. The distribution of consumers across experience is
endogenous, being derived Tom the initial distribution of consumers, t heir travel
pattern, and their purchase policy. At any time t there will exist an expected
proportion of the population who are inexperienced, having not tried Brand a
prior to period t. When consumers follow purchase policy ak E {rm,
n*), this
proportion is (1 - $)

"-'

, where pk E {pm,p*) denotes the probability an inex-

perienced consumer buys Brand a under policy k.2 Of this population, pk will
2Recall that if consumers follow a myopic policy, the expected proportion of inexperienced consumers who buy Brand a is pm= crmc,, whereas if consumers follow an optimal policy, this proportion
is p* = d e a .
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try Brand a for the first time in period t. Thus the expected proportion of the
population who are experienced after t periods is

The market share of Brand a is a convex combination of its share of experienced
and inexperienced consumers in the market."^ such, if Brand a is of high quality,
the expected proportion of the total population who purchase Brand a in period t is

Whereas if Brand a is of low quality, the expected proportion of the total population
which purchase Brand a in period t is

Equations 5.2 and 5.3 describe alternative timepaths for the expected global-market
share of Brand a under alternative assurnptions about its qua'fity and the purchase
policy of consumers.

Our interest lies rnainly in the relationship between the size of c h i n and the sales of
a representative store in the chah (Le. with scale effects). To this end, let h,k = H f / c a
and 1:

= ~f /c,

denote the expected local-market shares for a representative outlet of
-

-

3Recall that the probability an experienced consumer buys Brand a in any period is ph if the
consumer k d s Brand a to be of high quality, but pl if she iincis it to be of low quality.
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Brand a under alternative assurnptions about its quality and the purchase policy of
comumer~.~
The expected present value of a representative store in the chah of Brand a is
found by capitalizing the timepaths given by hf and 1;. Let W: and

Wt denote these

present values for Brand a under alternative assumptions about its quality and the
purchase policy of consumers. These values me5

Multiplication of these values by the aggregate expenditure of consumers per period in the local market yields the expected present value of a representative store in
Brand a's c h a h Note that the upper and lower bounds on these values are, respectively, Wh = ah/i and Wl = crl/i. These are the values which would be eamed if
consumers had perfect information prior to purchase and are, therefore, independent
4Note that for a myopic policy these equations can be simplifiecl somewhat. Since ph = <rhcaand
ah = am v, we have

+

5These equations are derived in the appendix to this chapter. For simplicity it is assumed that
producers and consumers have the same discount rate. This assumption is only relevant, however,
when consumers use an optimal policy since a myopic policy is independent of the consumer's rate
of discount.
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of the purchase policy used.

5.3

The Policy-Dependent Value of Spatial Branding

The qualitative nature of the tirne paths given by hf and 1: is illustrated in Figure

5 . 1 . ~The solid lines in Figure 5.1 represent the time-paths under the myopic policy.
These curves start on the vertical axis at a local market share of am = 50%, and
fall or rise from there depending on the underlying quality of Brand a. M i l e the
height of the vertical intercept for the myopic tirne-paths is independent of the size
of Brand a's chain, such is not the case for the time-paths under the optimal policy.
These time-paths are represented by the dashed lines. The vertical intercept for
these c w e s is positively related to the size of Brand a's chain through the value of
information contained in a purchase r o m Brand a. This information-value induces
an inexperienced consumer to travel farther to buy from Brand a under an optimal
policy than under a myopic policy. As such, the curves for an optimal policy start at

a higher market share of a*>
'The graphs assume Brand a and Brand b would evenly split the market for inexperienced consumers when such consumers behave myopically; i.e. A = pb - p, = O so am = 50%. Note that for
am = 50%, the simplifying restriction O _< ai1 < ah 5 1 imposed in the Hotelling mode1 of the 1st
chapter allows v to range between O and 1/2. The graph assumes c, = IO%, i = 1% and v = 1/2,
but is representative of graphs under alternative parameter values.
7 ~ oFigure
r
5.1 a* = 68%. Under the assumed parameter values am = 1/2 and v = 1/2, we have
,O = (arn12 v2 = 1/2. Along with the other values Ca = 10% and i = 1%it follows that

+
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% Share of Local Market

Figure 5.1: The Effect of Information Value on the Expected Time Path
of Local Market Share. The solid line is tmder a myopic policy; the
dotted line is under an optimal policy. If Brand a is of high quality,
the upward-sloping lines are relevant; if Brand a is of low quality, the
downward-sloping h e s are relevant.
If Brand a is of high quality, its long-ru locd-market share of experienced con-

+

sumers is ah = am v; whereas if it is of low quality, this share is a' = am - v,where

v

a&.

These long-run shares are independent of the purchase policy of consurners.

That is, both ht and h;"asymptotically approach their common upper bound of ah,
while both 2; and

Z
r asyrnptotically approach their comrnon lower bound of

How-

ever, while these long-run shares are independent of the purchase policy of consumers,
'Under the parameter d u e s assumed for Figure 5.1 these long-run market shares are ah = 1
and a' = O. More moderate values of secondary convenience, v , would squeeze the upper and lower
bounds together.
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the time it takes for the local-market shares to converge to these long-run values is
not .
The speed of convergence is a measure of the speed of consumer learning, and is
primarily determined by two factors: (i) the purchase policy used by consurners, and

(iz) the size of Brand a's ret ail chain. When consumers take into account the value of
information, they are more likely to purchase Brand a sooner rather than later. Sales
earlier in time are especially important for it improves liquidity in the early years of
entry into a new geographic area when a good credit history has yet to be established.
This should not only improve the brand's income statement, but its balance sheet as

well. Formally, the percentage increase in present value is as follow~:~

Thus, an optimal policy increases Brand a's market shme in the early periods, independent of its quality. This result is summarized by Proposition 5.1 and is illustrated

by the graphs of Equation 5.6 in Figure 5.2 for various levels of primary and secondary
convenience.l0
Proposition 5.1 Information Value and Brand Vdue. Given the size ofBrand

a's retail chain, the present value of each store i n its chain i s higher if consumers
purchase under an optimal policy than if they behave myopically. Fùrther, this result
is independent of the quality of Brand a's product.
'Since p' > pm, the inequality can be easily shown to follow directly.
1°Note that the value of information is not just significant when smail discount rates are used in
the consumer's optimd purchase policy. For example, this graph assumes i = 20% yet the clifference
in present values due to the value of information is stiil significant. Obviously, this Merence would
be even greater under smaller rates of discount since such rates would increase the probability of firstpurchase. Finally, note that this graph provides an alternative measure of the value of information
to that presented in Figure 4.7 of the last chapter
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% Difference in Present Values

Figure 5.2: The Value of Information. These graphs (of Equation 5.6) show the
expected increase in the present value for each store Brand a's chah if
consumers use an optimal rather than a myopic purchase policy.
While the purchase policy of consumers c m affect the value of a spatial brand, so
too c m chah size. Chain size har both a direct and an indirect effect on the speed
with which local-market share converges to its long-run value. The indirect effect of
chah size on the speed of convergence is policy-dependent, and is a direct implication

of t h e analysis above. In particular, as was noted above, if consumers are forwardlooking (e.g. following an optimal policy), the greater the size of Brand a's retail
chain, the greater the value of information, and the sooner inexperienced consumers
purchase this brand. But the sooner consumers try Brand a, the sooner its market
share will converge to its long-run value. Thus, under an optimal policy, consumers
try Brand a sooner, so the tiine taken for convergence to the long-run market share
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is decreasing in chain size.
The direct effect of chain size, however, is policy-independent, c o n h g through the
simple availability of brand. Given the travel patterns of consumers are primarily exogenous to the demand for convenience goods, and given consumers will not travel far
off the prima.ry travel routes to obtain such goods, more stores means greater availability of the brmd and, therefore, a greater likelihood of purchase by all consumers,
including inexperienced ones. The greater the size of Brand a's chain, the better the
coverage it provides for the consumer's primary travel pattern. As a result, the con-

sumer is more likely to visit a community served by Brand a and, therefore, purchase
its product. As the probability of purchase in any period increases, the expected time
between purchases falls. Thus, much like an optimal policy, an increase in chain size
also gets consumers to purchase the brand sooner rather than later.
One might expect that sooner would be preferred to later and, in particular, that
the present value of each store in Brand a's chah should be increasing in the size of
its c h a h Such, however, is not necessarily the case, as will be shown in the next
section.

5.4

The Policy-Independent Value of Spatial Branding

Under an optimal policy, the probability of purchase by inexperienced consumers
exhibits increasing returns to scale. As the size of Brand a's chain increases, so too
does the value of information contained in a purchase fiom Brand a. Inexperienced
consumers are thus willing to travel farther off their primary travel route to try Brand
a and, as a result, the probability of fist-purchaçe for each store in Brand a's chah

rises with the size of the chain. In contrast, under a myopic purchase-policy, returns
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to scale are constant: the size of Brand a's c h i n will not affect the probability of first
purchase from any store in the chain. Does this mean, therefore, that if consumers
behave myopically, the value of each store in Brand a's chain is independent of the
size of the chain?
Certainly not. To see this, suppose consumers follow a rnyopic policy. Under a
myopic purchase policy the consumer does not take into account the informationvalue associated with the current purchase. Nonetheless, even under such a policy, as
the size of Brand a's chain increases, so too does its availability and, therefore, the
likelihood of its p ~ r c h a s e .Ijiirther,
~~
when an inexperienced consumer buys iiom any
store in Brand a's chain she becomes experienced, learning the value of Brand a and
using this knowledge in a l l subsequent purchase decisions involving any other store
fiom the chain. Naturally, whether this purchase is beneficial to other stores in the
chain depends on the quality of Brand a.

If, for example, Brand a is of high quality, the sooner the consumer tries Brand a
the better; for the sooner she tries it, the sooner her decision rule dictates its purchase
for all locations X 5 Xh, rather than for all locations X 5

Xm.12

Since X~ > Am, a

purchase from any store in Brand a's chah conveys a positive externality on all other
stores in the chain. Chain size d e c t s the speed of consumer-learning. The greater
the size of Brand a's chain, the greater the speed with which inexperienced consumers
are converted into experienced ones and, therefore, the greater the speed with which
the local-market share of each store in Brand a's chain converges from am to its upper
bound of ah.Thus, if Brand a is of high quality, each store in its chain has a vested
interest in getting consumers to try the brand as soon a s possible, and greater market
coverage does just that-even if consumers behave myopically. For a high-quality
llFormally, pm = amc, and ûpm/ac, = am
a increases with the size of i t s c h a h
l2 ~ e c a lFigure
l
4.3.

> O, thus the probability of first-purchase from Brand
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brand, a bigger chain is a better chain.13
As one might expect, however, the reverse is the case if Brand a is of low quality.
Now the expected value of inexperienced consumers is greater than that of experienced
ones. Their expected value is higher, since their probability of purchase is higher:
purchasing for aU locations X 5 Am, rather than for all locations X 5 A'.

Since

A' < Am, a purchase from any store in Brand a's chah conveys a negative externality

on all other stores in the chain. While experienced consumers will still purchase from
Brand a even if its quality is lower than that of Brand b, they will not go as far out of
their way to make such a purchase; they will not deviate as much from their primary
travel pattern.
The greater the size of Brand a's chain, the greater the speed with which inexperienced consumers are converted into experienced ones. However, if Brand a is of
low quality, this means the greater the speed with which the local-market share of
each store in Brand a's chah converges fiom amto its lower bound of a'. Wlen
Brand a is of low quality, it is better off having just one store through which inexperienced consumers corne to learn the value of the product. Inexperienced consumers
are virgins: they can only be converted once, and once converted, they will never
view Brand a in the same light. Best not to spread that bad reputation around by
sharing a common brandname; better to let each store develop a bad reputation on
its own under a different brandname. Spatial branding means spreading the highvalued inexperienced consumers over a greater number of stores, thereby reducing the
present value of each store. It follows that a low-quality brand does not benefit r o m
being spatially branded; it would be far more profitable to remain an independent
13Thisresult holds when consumers use a myopic plicy; however, it is even stronger when they use
an optimal poiicy, for an increase in chah size has the additional effect of increasing the probability
of first-purchase by inexperienced consumers. As a result, inexperienced consumers axe converted
into experienced ones even sooner under an optimal policy. If Brand a is of high quality, the sooner
an inexperienced consumer becomes an experienced one, the better.
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singlestore operation, or have each store under common ownership use a different
brandname.
The effect of chah size on the speed with which local-market share converges to
its long-run value can be seen in the panels of Figure 5.3. These panels plot the
t k e p a t h s of local market share for Brand a under alternative assumptions about its
quality. Panel A plots the graphs of hf for various sizes of the chain, while Panel

B does the same for 17. The graphs assume consumers behave myopicdy, but the
effects of chain-size are even more pronounced under an optimal purchase policy ( r e c d
Figure 5.1). As can be seen, in both cases a larger chain means consumers try and
learn the value of Brand a sooner. Since consumers learn the value of Brand a sooner,
the local market share enjoyed by each store in Brand a's chain converges sooner to its
long-run asyrnptotic value." However, while sooner is better than later when Brand
a is of high quality, such is not the case when Brand a is of low quality.

It is useful to state the present value of an individual store in Brand a's chain on a
standard metric. Since we are interested in the role of the chain in consumer learning
(i-e. the conversion of inexperienced consumers into experienced ones), a good metric
to use is the value which would be obtained if consumers never learned (i.e. forget
after purchase). This value is Woe am/2.Thus, the standardized present values are
wf: =

W//wo- 1 and wf = Wp/Wo- 1. These values for optimal and myopic policies

are given by Equations 5.7 and 5.8, respectively, and are plotted in Figure 5.4. l5

14As in Figure 5.1, the graph assumes the market for inexperienced consumers is split evenly
between brands a and b, i.e. am = 50%. Here, however, v = 25% so the long-run market shares are
ah= 75% and d = 25%.
15For illustrative purposes, d u e s of i = 0.20 and v = 0.5 were used.
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Figure 5.3: Chain Size and the Speed of Convergence
% Share of Local Market

% Share of Local Market
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Panel A: Brand a is of High Quality
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Panel B: Brand a is of Low Quality

The graphs demonstrates the cornmon-sense result that a high-quality brand benefits from consumers learning the value of the product, whereas a low-quality brand
does not. Greater chah size increases the speed with which consumers learn. As such,
chah size is a "good" for a high-quality brand, but a "bad" for a low-quality brand,
regardless of whether consumers use a myopic or an optimal purchase policy.
The results of this section are formally surnrnarized by the following proposition
and its cor01laz-y:~~

16Proposition 5.2 cm be more formally demonstrated as follows. The time t , it takes for the
local-market share of a store fiom Brand a's chah to converge within an s (Le. a s m d fiaction) of
its long-run value can be found as foilows:
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% Change in Present Value

Figure 5.4: The Effect of Chain Size on t h e Present Value of a Member
Store. The graphs measure the percentage change in present value due
to consumer learning. The present value of the store is stated relative
to that which would be earned if consumers never leasned (Le. forget
after purchase). The solid line is under a myopic policy; the dotted line
is under an optimal policy. The upward sloping lines are relevant for a
high-quality brand; whereas, the downwmd sloping lines are relevant for
a low-quality brand.
Proposition 5.2 Speed of Convelgence.

The time taken for the local-market

share of a spatially-branded experience good tu converge to its long-run value is decreasing in the size of the brand's chain.

Rom Proposition 5.2, the following corollary is implied:
This can be solved to obtain

("v-.)

1.

t,Tl+

in (1 - arnca)

which is obviously decreasing in Ca. The algebra is similar if Brand a is of low quality.

Corollary 5.1 The Vdue of Spatial Brundirtg. The p e s e n t value of a store frorn
a high-quality (low-quality) qerience-brand 2s increasing (decreaszng) in the size of

the brand's chain. Thus, spatial branding has value t o high-quality brands, but not to

low-qualzty brands.
Given the analysis above, it should be clear that chain size is a variable that is
chosen differently by high-quality and low-quality brands. Consumers can observe
chah size and seem to understand that a brand would not be big unless it is good.
This idea is the topic of the next section.

5.5

Signalling Quality with Chain Size

Up to now, the consumer's prior belief about the quality of Brand a has been taken
as ftced, believing high and low quality to be equally likely, irrespective of the size

of its chain. Obviously, in light of the discussion of the previous sections, such an
assumption presumes consumers are somewhat unsophisticated for, as was shown in
those sections, spatial branding only has value to Brand a if it is of high quality.
The present section goes at least part way to relaxing the assumption of exogenous
beliefs by acknowledging a fundamental constraint which the size of Brand a's chain
imposes on its quality. In particular, given the size of its chain, Brand a is only
able to earn nonnegative profits if its quality exceeds some minimum. This minimum
quality puts a lower bound on the distribution of possible qualities for that chain
size. Fùrther, since this minimum quality is an increasing function of chah size, it
follows that, the greater the size of Brand a's chain, the greater the lower bound on
the distribution of possible qualities and, therefore, the greater the prior expected
quality of Brand a.
To see this, let the set of possible qualities (surplusvalues) for Brand a be con-

tinuous, rather than discrete, as has been assurned up to this point. Let q denote the
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true quality of Brand a and assume the consumer's prior belief about q is uniform over
support [qmin( C a ) , 11, where qmin (c,) E [O, 11 is the minimum quality able to eani nonnegative profits at chah size c,.

l7

Under these assurnptions, Brand a's local-market

share of experienced consumers is then equal to its qudity q, while its local-market
share of inexperienced consumers is am= (1 + qmin)/2.18 The minimum quality

qmin

is implicitly defined as a function of c, by the following zereNPV (net-present-value)
condition:

where p

= RIK, R is rents (revenue l a s avoidable costs) per period, and K is the

sunk capital costs.lg This identity can be solved for qmin (c.)

, the graph of which is

presented in Figure 5.5 along with that for average quality am (c,) .202'
Figure 5.5 shows the minimum quality which is financially viable at each chah size.

+

" ~ h esimplifying restrictions of the Hotelling mode1 require qmin E [ p b - r / 2 , pb ~ / 2 ,] so the
assumption of qmi, E [O, 11 requires pb = 1/2 and r = 1. As noted in the text,Brand a's local-market
share of experienced consumers is then equal to its quality q. Formally,

''since the qualitative-nature of the results are insensitive to the purchase policy of inexperienced
consumers, a myopic poIicy is used.
lgExpression 5.9 is a generalization of present-value expressions 5.4 and 5.5 to the case of continuous
quality. Note that R is the rents which would be earned by a representative store of Brand a if it
captured the entire market. For simplicity, both R and K are assumed to be independent of quality.
2 0 ~ hequations
e
for these curves are as follows:
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chain size

Figure 5.5: Chain Size and the Prior Beliefs of Consumers. The graph shows
how the zereprofit minimum quality increases with chain size. Since
qualities below the minimum are not feasible this puts a lower bound on
the prior beliefs of consumers. Since this lower bound is increasing in
chah size, so too is prior expected (or average) quality.
This minimum quality puts a lower bound on the distribution of possible qualities for
each chain size. Since the minimum quality is increasing in chain size, so too is the
The graph was constructed using values of p = 0.2 and i = 0.1.
2 1 ~ is
t important to note that the argument of this section can also be made more formally,
using the concept of a Bayesian-Nash mtred-strategy equilibrium. In particular, equivalent results
are obtahed if Brand a is modelled as choosing a profit maximizing quality and chain size given
the prior belief of the (representative) consumer, and the probability distribution representing the
consumer's prior beiief is such that ad qualities yield the same profits to Brand a given the size of
its c h a h In such an equilibrium, Brand a randomly chooses a quality which may be different from
what consumer expects given the size of its chain, but the consumer's belief is correct "on average"
(Le. in equilibrium, the probabiity distribution representing Brand a's mixed strategy is identical to
the distribution representing the consumer's prior beüef). Again, the equilibrium expected quality
in such a mode1 is increasing in chah size and maps a graph very similar to that supported by the
much simpler argument of this section.
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prior expected (or average) quality.

It is important to note that chain size is here conveying prepurchase information
about quality t o an inexperienced consumer, who has yet to try the brand. This is

an entirely different role for chah size than that argued in previous chapters and,
in particular, is not dependent on the forward-looking nature of consumers. This
mgurnent formalizes the idea that "A brand would not be big, unless it is good."
However, the argument also contains within it a form of the minimum-informative
scale result of Proposition 3.2. In particular, if a brand producing the lowest possible
quality (i.e. q = 0) can earn a nonnegative NPV at some chah size, then chain size
iiol be informative, at le& over some range. The minimum-informative scale for

a chah is found by setting qmi, = O in Equation 5.9 and solving for c,. This yields

c ~ ='p ~ 22, which is strictly positive for i < p/2.
The minimum-informative scale for p

= 0.3

and i = 0.1 is depicted in Figure 5.6,

where the curve labelled "q = 0%" is gives ad combinations of quality and chain size
yielding a zero NPV for a brand of minimum quality (i-e. the zero iso-NPV curve for
q = O). Since a minimum quality brand can eani a nonnegative return for c, 5

en,

small c h a h are uninformative over this range, so the prior expected quality is 112
(i.e. uniform prior over [O, 11).
The results of this section are surnmarized by the following proposition:

Proposition 5.3 Big Chains are Better C h a h . For chains above minimum-

informative size, the minimurn quality which pemits nonnegative profits is increasing
in the size of the chain. A s such, so too is the average quality ezpected by wnsumers.
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Figure 5.6: Minimum-Informative Scale, Again. Only chain sizes greater than
that at which the lowest-quality brand c m survive are informative.

5.6
5.6.1

Appendix
Derivation of Equations 5.4 and 5.5

Here W: wiii be derived; ykc m be derived similarly. Let 6t = 1/ (1
tion of hf into the first line of Equation 5.4 yields:

+ i)t . Substitu-
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But

and

Thus, by substitution, we get the second line of Equation

Chapter 6

Testing the Theory of Spatial
Branding: Rents for McDonald's

McDonald's Corporation, with over 13,000 restaurants in 65 countries,
is the prevailing food and fkanchising organization in the world. Serving

96 percent of American cornumers every year, and 7 percent of the U.S.
population on a daily basis, it is the most popular eatery in the country, drawing more customers than its closest cornpetitors, Burger King,

Wendy's and Hardee's combined. McDonald's, with total worldwide sales

in 1992 over $20 billion, has succeeded beyond anyone's dreamç with a
rnethod consisting of a simple menu, a speedy food preparation and d e
livery system based on assembly-line techniques, and above dl, a high
level of consistency that is found in each of its restaurants around the
world.(Shook and Shook 1993, p. 139)
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6.1 Introduction
Of ail retaiI chains, McDonald's is, without a doubt, one of the rnost successful. In
an article appeaxing in the Journal of Law and Economics (1994) entitled "Costs

of Control: The Source of Economic Rents for McDonald's Franchisees", Patrick J.

Kaufinann and Rancine Lafontaine (hereafter K-L) used operating data fkom a large
sample of McDonald7s outlets to argue that the net present value of obtaining a
franchise is positive and substantial. In their words:'

[W]e find t hat the present value of the amount of ex ante rents that the
owner of a new McDonald's franchise c m expect to earn, after taxes, over
the 20-year period covered by the hanchise contract is between $300K and

$455K in 1982 dollazs. The amount of ex post rents is, of course, even
larger as it includes not only the above amounts but also all upfront fees
and specific investments. (Kaufmann and Lafontaine 1994, p. 420)

They go on to state,
This conclusion, that the majority of hanchisees earn ex ante rents,
is not sensitive to reasonable changes in our assumptions.(Kaufmam and
Lafontaine 1994, p. 427)
At stake is not just pure empiricisrn. K-L rationalize their findings by apped to
the t heory of principal-agent relations. They state:
Following Mathewson & Winter (Mathewson and Winter 1985), we
propose that the ex ante rents represent the cost that McDonald's must

'

"Rents" are the ciifference between revenues and avoidable costs. "Ex ante" and "Ex post"
in this context mean, respectively, "prior to" and "posterior to" the incurrence of upfront, sunk
investments necessary to get an outlet up and riinning. The costs associated with these upfront
investments are amortized over the life of the investment and represent the ciifference between ex
ante and ex post rents.
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incur to maintain the stream of ex post rents necessary to achieve strict
control over its system in the face of downstream liquidity constraints. In
other words, ex ante rents arise here because the franchisor needs to leave
a stream of ex post rents downstream to create franchise incentives, and
fianchisees' wealt h constraints prevent the up-front extraction of the full
net present value of these ex post rents.(Kauhann and Lafontaine 1994,
p. 420)

In collecting the necessary data and making this argument, K-L have produced
one of the most informative articles on franchising t o date. Nonetheless, this chapter
has two purposes. First, to show that K-L's conclusion is, in fact, highly sensitive

to reasonable changes in their assurnptions. In fact, by replacing just one of their
assumptions with an alternative supported by the Theory of Spatial Branding, all
ex ante rents disappear and an entirely difFerent implication follows from their data.

Second, to show that their own data contradicts their assumption and supports the
suggested alternative. As such, this chapter tests the Theory of Spatial Branding.
It will be s h o w that the theory passes this test, in that it is not refuted by data
independently collected for exogenous p ~ ~ o s e s . ~

6.2

The Data and Assumptions

K-L obt ained cost-data for 1982 operat ing year on 1,283 U.S. company-owned units
open for 13 months or more.3 Based on this data, they calculate ex ante and ex post
2Note that the argument presented herein should not be interpreted as leading to the conclusion
that McDonald's franchisees do not earn ex ante rents. McDondd's franchisees may in fact earn
such rents. Rather, the present argument simply shows that the existence of such rents does not
necessarily follow from the axgument presented by K-L.
"bey obtained th& data from the h n c h i s e Oflering Circular, a publication of the McDonald7s
Corporation (1983).
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rents by first grouping outlets into three different investment classes: low, medium
and high, and then assigning each investment-class a level of sales, with s m d establishments being assigned small sales levels, medium establishments being msigned
medium sales levels, and large establishments being assigned large sales levels.* Data
on sales was obtained Tom a different source. They state:
According to the disclosure documents, of more than 5,400 McDonald7s
restaurants (hanchised and company owned) opened 13 months or more in
the United States as of December 1982, 76 percent had sales over $900K,
49 percent had sales above $1,lOOK, and 24 percent had sales greater thân
$l,3OOK. (Kaufmam and Lafontaine 1994, p. 422

)5

The rents calculated by K-L in this manner are presented in the bottom two lines of
Table 6.1, using alternative discount rates of 5% and 7%.6
K-L t hen make the following additional assumpt ions:

a) The distribution of sales levels across stores in a given year is the same for
company-owned stores and for franchised stores,?
4They implicitly make this assumption when they state:
Presumably the variation in all these figures is a function of the size of the
restaurant. Hence the total investment required for a smaller restaurant would be
around $282K, while for a larger outlet it would be about $410K. (Kaufmann and
Lafontaine 1994, p. 423)
5They go on to note (fi. 13, p. 422) that the lowest and highest sdes levels were $306K and
$3,223K, respectively, with an average sales level of $1,l B K .
6 ~ h itable
s
presents the data contained in Table 2 (p. 426) of their paper. The method by which
sales were assigned seems to beg the question: Why would s m d outlets ever be constructed if rents
c m be earned on larger ones? Further, if sales and investment levels are not perfectly correlated
(as they implicitly assume), the variance of the distribution of rents will be substantially increased,
resulting in greater risk to the franchisee. Such risk will require compensation, thus providing yet
another explmation of their data.
7This assumption allows K-L to argue from data collected on company-owneà stores to conclusions
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mble 6.1: Present Values for a Single McDonald's Restaurant

Real Rate of 5 Percent Real Rate of 7.5 Percent
Low
Mid
High
Low
Mid
High
Yearly sales
900
1,100
1,300
900
1,100
1,300
Yearly (ex p s t ) rents
Present value of rents
Ex ante costs:
Equipment
Fjranchise Fee
Training
Total
Ex ante rents:
Before taxes (366.6) 416.9
912.9
(501.4)
After taxes (366.6) 291.8
639.0
(501.4)
(Thowands of 1982 Dollars)
b) This distribution is normal with a mean of $1,100Kand a standard deviation

c) Sales for an individual store are flat over the 20-year Zife of the agreement,
Applying these assumptions to Table 6.1, K-L concluded "that despite our very
consemtive estimates of rents, about 65 percent of all new McDonald's restaurants
earn rents ex ante" and "more than 75 percent earn rents ex post."(Kaufmann and
about rents for franchisees. In support of this assurnption KL state that:
[Plotkin (1991) presents] data describing the average sales levels of a31 the 178 McDonald's restaurants operating in three television markets ... between 1983 and 1985. ... In
these data the means of average yearly sales for the 148 franchised and 30 company-owned
restaurants were $1,430.4Kand $1,447.2# respectively.(Kaufmann and Lafontaine 1994,
footnote 13, p. 422)

I presume Plotkin presents data which shows that the miance of the distributions of annual sales
for franchised and company-owned stores is also sirnilar over these years, although such information
is not offered by K-L.
normal distribution with these parameters would have approximately 25% of its mass below
900, which is quite consistent with their data.
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Lafontaine 1994, p. 427 and p. 424, respectively)

K-L find support for assumptions (a) and (b) fiom an auxiliary data set and 60rn
work done by Plotlùn (1991). However, they offer no evzdence ut al1 to support
assumption (c) -that

sales are flat over the 20-year life of the agreement. Therefore,

for the purpose of brevity, this chapter will accept their data as given and g a n t them
assumptions (a) and (b), lirniting the discussion simply to the conclusions they derive
fkom assumption (c).

6.3

An Alternative Conjecture and Its Implication

Without assumption (c) the conclusion that a large portion, or any portion, of McDonald's fianchisees earn rents both ex ante and ex post, simply does not follow

fiom their data and the other assumptions. To see this, let me offer the foUowing
alternative hypothesis:
Conjecture 6.1 The tirne path of sales for a new McDonald's restaurant outlet zs

not Bat, but rather follows a lije-cycle consistent with that predicted by the Theory
of Spatial Brandzng: starting

08low

when the outlet is young and consumers are

inexperienced, and gradually increasing towards a n upper bound as the outlet matures

and consumers corne to learn the value of the McDonald's product.

An example of the conjectured time-path is presented in Figure 6.1. Under their
assumptions, the time path for ex-post rents would &O take this form, being proportional to sales, though shifted down by the amount of fixed operating expenses.' It
should be clear that such a time path is not inconsistent with ex-post rents for 75%
of McDonaldYsoutlets in 1982, but it simply does not imply that even one such outlet
Under their assumptions, operating costs increase proportiondy with saIes, so sales and ex-post
rents move together-see their Table 1, p. 421.
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will earn rents ex ante, contrary to the claim made by K-L that 65% of outlets earn
such rents.

Age of Outlet

Figure 6.1: A Life-cycle Time Path for Sales

To see this note that in 1982 there existed a distribution of McDonald's establishments of various aga. For simplicity assume, B la K-L, this distribution is over
the following discrete support: yowig, middle age, and mature. In Figure 6.2 the
time-paths for outlets of dXerent ages are superimposed to generate a cross-sectional
distribution of sales in 1982. Note that the present value of sales and ex post rents
for each of these classes of outlets will be identical. Fùrther, ex ante rents may be
positive negative or zero depending upon the size of initial upfiont costs.
Clearly, the data presented by K-L is sirnply a snapshot of firms at 1982, providing
just one point on the time-paths of sales and ex-post rents. As such, the data simply
puts one c0nstra.int on the entire distribution of timepaths for this sample of outlets.
No doubt the time-path of sales varies somewhat from outlet to outlet, depending not
only on age and the size of the initial investment, but a variety of other factors as
well.lo Nonetheless, one point on a curve does not tell us the entire shape of the curve.
--

-

'As mentioned ettrlier, if al1 that is necessary to obtain large sr-ante rents is a large establishment,
then why would srnall establishments be constructed? However, if rents depend on factors other than

J
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of Sales in 1982 for Outlets of Various Ages

In contrast to ex post rents, ex ante rents is necessarily an intertemporal concept,
requiring capitalization of the flow of ex post rents over the life of the fianchised
operation. As such, evidence for the existence of ex ante rents requires not just a
demonstration of ex post rents for the 1982 operating year, but knowledge of the
entire time path of rents, and on this matter no evidence is provided at all.

We are thus left with the following conclusion:
Proposition 6.1

If the flat time path for sales (assumed by K-L) is replaced with the

life- cycle time-path (predicted 6y the Theory of Spatial Branding), the 1982 operatingdata presented by K-L can be explained by the ages of establishments ut that tirne.
Thus, while the conclusion that 75% of McDonald's jhnchisees earn rents ex post in
1982 is not refuted, the wncZusion that 65% of McDonald's franchisee's earn rents ex

ante simply does not follow.
the size of investment, than franchisees bear substantial risk, which may account for any ex-ante
rents-if such rents could be shown to exist.
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K-L find that 75% of McDonald's Çanchisees earn rents ex post, implying that
25% earn no such rent. If Proposition 6.1 is correct, then 25% of McDonaJd's es-

tablishments in 1982 should be Young. Indeed, a simple calculation using other data
presented by K-L (Table 3, p. 428-also presented in Table 6.2 of this chapter) shows
that approximately 28% of the hanchises which existed worldwide at the end of 1982
were less than 4 years old, thus providing some preliminary support for the Proposition." This argument, however, is subject to the same criticism just leveled against
that presented by K-L. Just because the distribution of ages for McDonaldYsestab
Lishments in 1982 is consistent with the lifecycle the-path of sales, does not mean
that this is the actual time path-one point on the curve does not imply anything
about the shape of the curve. Thus, although the lifecycle time-path for sales is a
possible explanation for their data, it has yet to be s h o w that there is any more
support for this conjecture t h m that of a Aat time-path assumed by K-L. However,
further evidence supporting the life-cycle timepath is available, and this evidence
agaia cornes fiom K-L's own data.

Evidence in Support of the Life-cycle Conjecture

The debate over alternative time paths would obviously be resolved if a large randomsample of time-series data hom McDonald's fianchisees could be obtained. Presumably K-L have atternpted this, hence the need for their assumptions. Fortunately,
a large sarnple of outlet-level data is not necessary to settle this issue since the two
hypothesized time paths have different implications for the fim-level data. In particdm, if outlet-level sales follow the life-cycle time path, then the average sales level

across al1 outlets should increase with the average age of the outlets; whereas if a Aat
tirne path for outlet sales is correct, the average sales level should bear no relationship
Similar calculations show that approximately 48% were less than 7 year old and approximately
69% were less than 10 years old.

with the average age of outlets.
Fortunately, the firm-level data necessasy to test these implications is not nearly
so difficult to obtain-it

is contained within Table 3 (p. 428) of the K-L article. This

data along with some new calculations derived therebom are presented in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Time Series for McDonald's Outlets Worldwide
Year
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Number of Average Age Average Sales % Change Real Average
Outlets
of Outlets
per Outlet
in CPI Sales per Outlet
688
3.00
188,372
188,372
760
3.68
224,868
221,327
1.6
862
4.29
242,457
253,480
2.9
967
4.82
275,491
3.1
255,588
1,125
5.14
4.2
265,129
297,778
1,345
5.30
282,861
5.5
335,167
1,592
5.48
294,396
368,719
5.7
1,944
5.49
4.4
308,469
403,344
2,272
5.70
3.2
381,558
514,877
2,784
5.65
6.2
393,015
563,218
3,037
6.18
1.1
467,735
677,642
3,756
6.00
696,619
9.1
440,709
4,225
6.33
724,970
433,502
5.8
4,736
6.65
443,148
6.5
789,274
5,185
7.07
7.6
460,417
882,353
5,747
7.38
11.3
439,216
936,837
6,262
7.77
994,251
13.5
410,690
6,739
8.22
1,057,872
10.3
396,164
7,259
8.63
6.2
1,075,768
379,347
7,778
9.06
1,116,804
3.2
381,606
8,304
9.48
4.3
394,778
1,205,034
8,901
9.85
3.6
390,826
1,235,917
9,410
20.31
408,933
1,317,747
1.9
9,911
10.79
433,113
1,445,909
3.6
10,513
11.18
1,528,013
4.1
439,680

Data on number of outlets, average sales per outlet, and percentage change in the

CPI are as contained in Table 3 of K-L. Average age of outlets and average real sales

per outlet were calculated hom their data as follows.
The average age of outlets was calculated on the basis of the foIlowing assumptions:
1. In 1964 the average McDonald's outlet has been in business for 3 years. This

assumption seems reasonable since by 1964 McDonald's had only been franchising seriously for about 8 years, wit h the vast rnajority of the 688 outlets existing
in 1964 opening after 1960.12
2. The number of discontinued outlets in any year is zero. This assumption is made
for sirnplicity, but it is not entirely unrealistic. Franchisors often advertise that
few, if any, outlets are shut down. In fact, K-L report (p. 434, fi. 43) an

annual discontinumce rate of about 0.3% for McDondd's franchisees. Under
this assumption the growth in the number of outlets is equal t o the growth in
new outlets.
Fkom these assurnptions it follows that the average age of outlets at time t is then
given by:l 3

where nt is the numtier of outlets at tirne t and agep4 = 3. After adjusting for idation,
the time path for real sales (i-e. in 1964 dollars) presented in Figure 6.3 is obtained.14
12Shook and Shook (1993, p. 144) report that at the end of 1962 there were over 400 outlets,
implying that approximately 42% of the 688 outlets existing at the end of 1964 were less than 2
years old.
13Tliisfollows from the following equation:

The data ody permit the calculation of differences for t 2 1965.
14Real sales is calculated from nominal sales for period t as follows:
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Clearly this time path is not flat, but rather consistent with that predicted by the
Theory of Spatial Branding: starting off low when the outlet is young and consumers
are inexperienced, and gradually increasing towards an upper bound as the outlet
matures and consumers corne to l e m the value of the McDonald's product.

Figure 6.3: Time Path of Real Sales for an Average McDonald's Establishment
Given the time-path derived fkom K-L's data, we can conclude this chapter with
the following two propositions:

Proposition 6.2 Sales are positively related to the age of the outlet, so the assump-

tion of a flat tirne path is wntradicted by K-L's ovni data. Fbdher, as pnwiowly
where cpi, is the percentage increase in the consumer price index (i.e. a rneasure of inflation) in year
S.
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dernonstrated, urithout this key assumption, the wnclusion that McDonald's Fanchisees earn rents ex ante is not implzed.
Proposition 6.3 The time path derived frorn K-L's data is consistent &th that p n dicted by the Theory of Spatial Branding.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Implications for

Franchising
7.1

Towards a Theory of Franchising: An Applica-

tion of the Theory of Spatial Branding
This chapter attempts to summarize some of the fundamental results derived Tom of
the theory of spatial branding by exploring their implications for the theory of franchising, with particular emphasis being placed ou the life-cycle hypothesis. A franchise
contract is essentially a fixed-term licencing agreement that entitles a Çanchisee to
use the business concept and other intellectud capital of the entrepreneur/fkanchisor
to distribute products and/or seMces in a manner specified in the contract. In exchange for the right to use the fianchisor's intellectual capital, the franchisee typically
makes both capital and current payments to the kanchisor.' The capital payment,
'Other fees are also sometimes imposed. Some franchisor's will require franchisees to purchase
inputs at a mark-up,though this practice runs up against tying-regdations and continues to be used
in only a few industries. However, many franchisors charge for the performance of specific services,
such as advertising, bookkeeping, management consultation, employee training, location selection
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a franchise fee, varies substantially across industries and fims, but is typically nonrefundable and paid at the time of signing. The current payments, periodic royalties,
also vary somewhat across industries and firnis, but are typically levied on gross
revenues and usually less than 10 percent .2

7.1.1

The Life-cycle Hypothesis

What is the role of franchising within retail chains? The life-cycle hypothesis, inspired
by discussions in trade journals and surveys of franchisors, was first introduced in

the J o m a l of Retailing by Oxenfeldt and Kelly (1969). The hypothesis states that
Fanchising is used by young retail chains to provide the financial and managerial
capital necessary "to penetrate the market as widely and rapidly as possible, thus
preempting valuable t errit ory from cornpetitors. Once the desired initial coverage
is attained, their emphasis u s u d y shifts toward operating efficiencies and market
development-both

of which can best be attained through the tight control permitted

by ownership." (Oxenfeldt and Kelly 1969, p. 74) Their hypothesis leads them to
make the following bold prediction:
We will contend in this article that most successfil fianchise system
will end up as almost wholly-owned chains; we will argue that franchising
is advantageûus to a successful franchisor maidy during the infancy and
adolescence of the enterprise and even thereafter for the exploitation of
marginal locations. (Oxenfeldt and Kelly 1969, p. 69)
and provision, etc.
2The royalty-tax on revenues is often viewed by the fianchise literature as presenting a bit of a
pwzel, but is easily explained by the theory of spatial branding. In particular, this theory has shown
that the revenues earned by a spatiaily branded store serving a mobile population of consumers are,
for the most part, determineci by the chah and not by the performance of the store being taxed. As
such, these revenues constitute a rent to the store, which is unlikely to adversely d e c t the incentives
of the franchisee if taxed.
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However, despite much empirical support, the hypothesis seems to have been largely
disrnissed by acadernic~.~
There appear to be two reasom for this dismissal.
First, the hypothesis simply presumes qui& expansion and market preemption are
goals of retail chains. Oxenfeldt and Kelly, and later proponents of the hypothesis,
provide no formal support or theoretical rationale for these goals. Almost any productive activity is more costly if done quickly, and expansion of a r e t d chain is no
different. Unless the hypothesis can explain the source of additional benefits generated by quick expansion, it is little more than an interesting and insightful conjecture.
Likewise, market preemption is founded in imperfectly defined property rights over a

market. To preempt a market is to capture it by entering prior to the competition.
Not all markets c m be preempted: rights to the market must be founded in a resource which is being docated on a first-corne hst-serve basis. Moreover, entering a
market prior to the cornpetition often means entering prior to the time which would
be optimal in the absence of such competition, and this is costly. The cornpetition
"sing data from a previous study done by Ozanne and Hunt (1971), Hunt (1973) found that in
the fast-food industry "the percentage of total units that was company-operated increased steadily
from a low of only 1.2 percent in 1960 to 9.5 percent in 1970 ..." (p. 8) Further, that the increase
in Company ownership a t that time was due to larger franchise systems and older franchise systems
"disproportionately increasing their percentage of company-operated units." (p. 9) Similarly, Caves
and Murphy II (1976) found that from "1968-1971 large fast-food franchisors increased thei. percentages of owned establishments significantly faster than small ones, consistent with the hypothesis
of capital rationing." (p. 583) They concluded:
The most obvious mechanism to explain this cycle [of an increasing proportion
of company-owned outlets] rests on the availability of capital to the franchisor. He
may be quite constrained by lender's risk in the early days before his intangible asset
[brandname]is well established. For hancing outlets the capital supplied by fianchisees
has no ready substitute. If and when his operation becomes successful, however, the
franchisor no longer needs the franchisee as a source of funds.(p. 580)
In a survey of franchisors, Ronald L. Tatham and Bush (1972) found that when selecting franchisees the number one consideration is financial capital. McDonald's franchisees, for example, must
contribute a t least 40 percent of the initial capital and obtain finmcing for the rest.(Kaufmann
and Lafontaine 1994, footnote to Table 1, p. 421) Adàitional empirical support for franchising as
a method of quick expansion and market preemption is given by Lafontaine (1992b), Dant (1994),
Lillis and Gilman (1976), and G h a n (1990).
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to be first oftm dissipates the rents which wiU be earned by the winner (Eaton and
Lipsey 1979). Unless the hypothesis can explain how markets typically served by retail chains are "captured" by early entry (i.e. the source of the rents), the hypothesis
does not constitute a complete explanation.
Second, even if theoretical support for the goals of quick expansion and market
preemption can be provided, why would retail chains choose franchising as a method
of hancing the attainment of such goals? Here too the hypothesis is silent, it simply
presumes franchising is the best method of acquiring the necessary capital. In fact,
one of the primary reasons why the lifecycle hypothesis seems to have been dismissed
is an oft-cited critique made by Rubin (1978) that franchising as a method of finmcing

runs counter to modern portfolio theory. In particular, he argues that the theory of
diversification implies that "A risk averse franchise would clearly prefer to invest in

a portfolio of shares in all franchise outlets, rather than confining his investment to a
single store. This means, essentially, that the fianchisee will require a higher rate of
return on his capital if he is required to invest in one outlet rather than in a portfolio."
(Rubin 1978, p. 225) Rubin concludes that franchising could not possibly be used as
a rnethod of hancing the growth of a retail c h a h
Rubin's critique has led many researchers to dismiss the view proposed by the
life-cycle hypothesis that franchising is simply a short-run solution to the immediate problem of chain growth faced by an entrepreneur starting a new c h a . Many
researchers have instead chosen to view franchising as an organizational form which
is observed because it is efficient: providing the proper incentives for downstream
effort by giving the operator of the store a claim to the residual profits of the operation. While space precludes a complete analysis of both sides of these arguments, this
chapter wiU attempt to demonstrate that the theory of spatial branding does provide
theoretical foundation for the lifecycle hypothesis and, therefore, that the hypotliesis
should not be dismissed so quickly. Further, that franchising may be observed, not
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because it is long-run efficient, but rather because it solves the immediate needs of
an entrepreneur for qui& expansion and market preemption. After these goals have

been achieved, the entrepreneur switches to company-run stores which permit tighter
control over the ~ ~ e r a t i o n s . ~

7.1.2

Rebuttals t o Rubin9sCritique

Rubin's critique is that fianchisees will demand additional return for bearing additional risk, making franchising a more costly method of fmancing than the alternative
of share ownership. Two rebuttals to this critique will be presented here.5
First , t his argument overlooks the fact t hat franchising may offer nonpecuniary
returns not present in share ownership of the chain. These nonpecuniary returns may
leave the pecuniary cost of financing unchanged or even lower than that which would
be demanded through share ownership. One such nonpecuniary return enjoyed by
many fianchisees is business experience. For example, Diaz and Gurnick (1969, p.

12) argue that franchisees are purchasing a door to the business world:
It is apparent that they were attracted to hanchised businesses because
the "fifranchise package" (what they were getting for their investment) was
recognized as superior to the "packagey' that the fkaachisee as an individu d could create through his singular efforts. Perhaps the most difficult
business ingredients for an individual business t o develop are the very
4 D o (1987)
~
and Dow (1993) have made similar arguments with respect to labor-managed vs.
capital-managedfirms. In particular, even though labor-managed h s rnay be more efficient, capital
mmaged firms rnay be observed since they best protect the entrepreneur against approporiation of
rents.
5Lafontaine (1992a)offers a third rebuttal to Rubin's critique. In particdar, she notes that if,
according to the Incentive Hypothesis of franchising, Company managers have less incentive to exert
effort than franchisees, the expected yield on shares of a portfolio of ail outlets is likely to be lower
than if the system were fianchised. Fùrther, this reduction in yield may more than offset any gains in
risk reduction, making the net cost of financing lower under franchising than under share ownership.
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cornponents of the "fianchise package" which often includes aU or most of
the following: established narne and reputation, widely advertised brands,
popular store design, carefully chosen location, standardized procedures

m d operations, and initial and continuhg assistance (e.g. franchisor training, financing, and re~earch).~
No doubt many individu& become franchisees to acquire business experience, but
Rubin's critique can be rebutted on much more fundamental grounds. In particular,
this critique completely ignores the role of hancing within the context of the lifecycle hypothesis. The hypothesis argues that ranchising as a method of hancing

is required to develop the chain. To argue that hancing cannot explain franchising
because &ares to an already developed chain are less risky than ownership of a single
store in that chah is simply a non sequitur. His agument presupposes the existence
of the chain which the financing is required to develop. For the law of large numbers to
apply we need both large numbers and independent risks, neither of which holds true
for an immature system with one or just a few stores. In failing to appreciate the role
which the financing argument plays within the context of the life-cycle hypothesis,
Rubin's argument puts the system-cart before the financing-horse.'
' ~ v e nRubin apparently acknowledges this as a reason to purchase a franchise. He States:

"... to the extent that franchisees are closer to being employees than entrepreneurs,
they may simply lack the requisite human capital to open businesses without the s u b
stantial assistance of franchisors." (Rubin 1978, p. 230)
7This type of fdacious reasoning is responsible for many other misunderstandings about retail
chahs. For example, the argument that franchisees have a lower failure failure rate than independent
operators is usually supporteci by anecedotal evidence from fianchisees who are members of large
weil-established chahs. Similarly, the argument that consumers choose to purchase from brands with
big challis because they are well known, presumes the consumer is familar with the brand. Such an
argument does not explain how consumers came to be familar with the big chain, or how the big
chah got to be big.
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7.1.3

The Threat of Interna1 Appropriation

Rebutting Rubin's critique simply means that fimchising as a method of financing
cannot be ruled out on portfolietheoretic grounds. However, while franchising wuld
be used as a method of financing, the Lifecycle hypothesis provides no theoretical
rationale why entrepreneurs attempting to grow their retail operations would come
to select franchising. Yet there are good reasons why franchising may come to be
preferred to the alternatives.
First , the goals of qui& expansion and market preemption rule out internal h a n c ing through retained earnings; that method of growth is simply too slow. Second, it

may be difncult for an entrepreneur to obtain large amounts of debt hancing. As
Caves and Murphy note, " He may be quite constrained by lender's risk in the early
days before his intangible asset [brandnarne] is well established. For financing outlets the capital supplied by fianchisees has no ready substitute." (Caves and Murphy II 1976, p. 580) This is especially true since much of the investment made by
retail chains is highly brand-specific (or su&)

and offers little or no value to creditors

in case of default. As Hadfield notes:
For the franchise, the rnost significant economic feature of franchising is the allocation of capital investments. F!ranchisees are distinct from
ordinary employees because they have made capital investments in the
business. These investments, however, are normally highly idiosyncratic

...

Consequently, the costs of establishing a franchise are effectively sunk

costs, which, once expended, are not easily recovered if the Çanchisee goes
out of business. (Hadneld 1996, p. 951)

Yet venture capitalists provide many credit-rationed businesses with the equity capital
necessaxy to finance their sunk investments, why should retail chains choose franchising?
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First, as a financing instrument the franchise contract is a hybrid, having attributes
which lie between standard equity and debt contracts. Like the equity supplied by a
venture capitalist, the equity supplied by a fianchisee does not come with fked-date
interest and maturity obligations typicd of debt contracts. These obligations create
liquidity problems for a young chah which may push it into bankruptcy.
Second, and much more importantly, like a debt contract but unlike vent ure-capit al
hancing, franchising does not dilute ownership and control over the intellectual capital which is the heart of the retail c h a h While franchising does relinquish ownership

of the individual outlet to the fianchisee, ownership and control over the business
format and the intellectual capital of chah remains in the hands of the entrepreneur.
Such control is maintained since, unlike both debt and venturecapital contracts, the
primary restrictions within a franchise contract are imposed on the behavior of the
individual suppling the capit al-i.e.

the fianchisee.

Third, the divisible nature of retail chains (Le. into standardized stores) provides

the entrepreneur with a unique opportunity to obtain capital through a method which
is simply unavailable to many other businesses. R e t d chains are not distinguished
by their need for large-scale financing, but they are distinguished by the divisible

nature of the capital such financing is used to finance. Many an entrepreneur has
envisioned a product or service which can only be produced efficiently at large scale.
Economies of scale often have their source in large and indivisible production capital
and/or processes. However, the production capital of a retail chah is divisible and
standardized. Because it is divisible, the capital itself can be divided and owned
by separate individu&, much like share ownership in a piece of indivisible capital.

Further, because the complementarity resides in the sharing of the brmdname across
stores and not in the stores thernselves, dividing ownership of the capital does not
expose the fianchisor to hold-up by any one franchise Finally, unlike other tecomposed of idiosyncratic and indispensable members, each member of the chain is
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highly st andardized and dispensable.
Economies of scale are limited by the extent of the market. The extent of the
market for a retail chain is determined by the extent t o which the chain can get inexperienced and mobile consumers to try the product. As the theory of spatial branding
has shown, it is the sharing of a common brandname across spatially distributed stores
which creates the market by inducing mobile consumers t o try the brand for the fist
time. Until the market is created, no sales can be made, and al1 other scale economies
commonly attributed to the success of retail chains cannot be had. The increasing
returns generated by brandnarne sharing are associated with the locational choice of
retail chains and the mobility of the consumers they have evolved to serve. The divisible nature of the operation provides the entrepreneur with a unique opportunity to
have her cake and eat it too: through franchising, she c m obtain the qui& financing
necessary to achieve the goals of qui& expansion and market preemption without
risking interna1 appropriation that often cornes with venture capital.

7.1.4

The Theory of Spatial Branding: Theoretical Foundat ions for the Life-cycle Hypothesis

The previous section has attempted to show that, as conjectured by the life-cycle
hypothesis, franchising may in fact be used as a method of financing quick expansion
and market preemption; that this conjecture cannot be ruled out on piirely theoretical
grounds; and that a number of researchers have found empiricd evidence to support
it. Yet until theoretical foundations for the goals of quick expansion and market
preemption are supplied, the life-cycle hypothesis is really just that: a conjecture.
The present section attempts to provide the required theoretical foundations for the
lifecycle hypothesis by building upon the theory of spatial branding.
The theory of spatial branding has shown that the comparative advantage of retail
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chains lies in serving convenience goods to a mobile population. When consumers
travel for reasons exogenous to the demand for the good, they will take their demand
for the good with them and find the information conveyed by spatial branding useful
in their spatially-distributed purchase decisions. So as to exploit their comparative
advantage in serving mobile populations, r e t d chains locate their stores along major
roads and highways, in bus stations and airports, and in many other locations where
such populations can be f o ~ n d . ~
Spatial branding has little value unless stores are located in areas of high consumermobiiity. Since such locations are scarce, retail chains will want to be first into newly
developing areas so as to capture these prime locations. The cornpetition for such
locations is severe since it includes all retail chains, not just those brands within a
specific product group. As the best locations are taken, subsequent entrants will have
to settle for less visible locations, further off the primary travel routes of consumers,
with poorer access and egress making the cost of secondary travel all that much
greater. The inconvenience of such locations means consumers are less likely to try

brands occupying these locations, not only because the current-cost of acquiring the
brand is higher, but also because the value of information is lower (Proposition 4.2).
There is little value to experimenting with brands poorly located, for such information
is unlikely to find future use.
Locations of high mobility are not the only resource that c m be captured by early
8As Luxenburg notes,

"Franchise companies tell prospective franchisees that site selection is a dificult art
that no novice can hope to master. The chains trot out pages of computer printouts
showing convincing research. Site selection is crucial for the success of retail outlets,
which is why many chains are conservative and choose obvious locations clustered near
competing units. There are two basic rules for site selection: (1) the best locations
are near the interchanges of major highways; (2) long secondary highways connecting
downtowns with interstates and neighboring towns are likely sites for franchise rows."
(Luxenburg 1985, p. 190)
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entry. Being fist in the maxket may also allow a high-quality brand to preempt
the beliefs of consumers (Proposition 3.3). &en if complete preemption of beliefs
is not possible, being first into a market can still have substantid returns. Being

fmt rneans consumers have a l m qqortunity cost of trying the product; they are,
therefore, more willing to experiment, and this improves the revenue-side of things.
Getting consurners to try the brand sooner means more cash flow in the early years,
and quicker convergence of the local-market share to its long-run value (Proposition
5.2). On the cost-side of things, economies of scale are limited by the extent of the
market, so unless inexperienced consumers c m be induced to try the brand, traditional
production economies will not be realized. Finally, being first will make subsequent
entry by competing brands more difficult. When consurners c m buy a high-quality
incumbent brand, experimenting with a new brand cornes at a cost-even in the
absence of risk aversion. Consumers will be reluctant to try a new brand unless
such a brand enters the market with a chain of a size suffcient to make the value of
experimentation cornmensurate wit h its cost (Proposition 3.2).
The theory of spatial branding makes it clear that entry into a new market is a
dynamic process. It takes time for consumers to learn the value of the brand, and the
time taken wiU. be directly related to the Chain's coverage of primary travel routes used
by consurners. Once consumers have corne to learn the value of the brand, subsequent
stores established in the area will enter the market at or about their long-ru sales
levels, and will not have to go though this period of consumer learning. At this point,
hanchisors may switch from franchising to company-owned operations as conjectured
by the life-cycle hypothesis.
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7.2

Explainhg Franchise Failures

It is comrnon belief that aspiring entrepreneurs who drearn of owning their own business c m improve their chances of survival by becoming a fianchisee. Popular media
frequently point to large franchised chains as evidence of the success of businessformat franchising and chah-distribution generally. While there can be Little doubt
that these big chains are successful, they by no means constitute systematic evidence
for the success of chah distribution. To point to Tiger Woods as evidence of the
profitability of golf as a profession, or Wayne Gretzky as evidence of the profitability

of hockey as a profession is to simply ignore al1 those who have failed attempting to
do what these successful inàividuals have accomplished.

A systernatic study of the factors wbich affect the survival rates of small businesses requires detailed fkm-level data. In the past, such data was difficult to obtain.
However, Bates (1995) has recently published a study which uses the Characteristics
of Business Owners Database from the U.S.Bureau of Census. h m this database,
Bates was able to obtain detailed information on some 20,554 srnall firms started between 1984 and 1987. He tracked their survivd to late 1991. Surprisingly, he found

that of "retailing f i m s that were operating in 1987, 45.1 percent of the young franchises had gone out of business by 1991, versus 23.4 percent of the independent young

retail fhrns." (Bates 1995, p. 26)9
Due to the detailed nature of his data, Bates was able to use regression andysis to

i hile the work of Bates is probably the most systernatic work done to date, others have found
confirrning ancedotal evidence. For example, Luxenburg (1985, p258-59) reports that in May 1981
there was a US. Congressional investigation into defaults by small businesses on loan guarantees
made to them by the Small Business Administration. He states:
[T]he General Accounting Office determined that in the SBA program 10 percent of
fianchises defaulted, while only 4 percent of the independent businesses receiving similar
assistance were failing. And some franchises were defaulting a t rates considerably higher
than the average. (Luxenburg 1985, p. 258)
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control for the effect of other factors likely to contribute to firm fai1u.re-e.g.

owner

and fnm traits such as education, captialization, etc. The result is especially interesting since, in effect, his finding is that a store which is a member of a chain (i.e.

a franchisee) is more likely to fail than one which is not. Since he is only looking at
independently o m e d operations, he has elirninated company-owned operations fcom
the data set, thereby controlling for la& of residual-claimancy incentives as a possible
explanatory factor. Thus, in the end, his h d i n g is that some factor, or set of factors,
associated with the affiliation with a chain is primarily responsible for failure. l?ur-

t her , while he fin& the relationship between franchising and failure t o be statistically
sigdicant across the entire database, the relationship is found to be strongest in the
retail sector. He states: "[Tlhe kanchise characteristic is the strongest predictor of

firm discontinuance: the retail Çanchise fims are much more likely t o go out of business, other factors constant, than independent young retail businesses." (Bates 1995,
his italics, p. 32) He goes on to state: "[R]esearch on franchise behavior is properly
viewed sts being at an early stage. F'utue research is likely to extend our understanding of the underlying causes of the lower survival rates that typify the young franchise
small businesses." (Bates 1995, p. 33)
By itself, the theory of spatial branding offers a possible explanation for the higher
failure rate. If a brand enters a new geographic area with just a few stores and fails
to expand quickly, it will take much longer for consumers to learn the value of the
brand and longer for each store's local-market share to converge to its long-run value.
Over this period of consumer-learning, sales wilI be low and the LikeLihood of failure
greater. Independent singlestore operations, in contrast, find it difficult to compete
with spatially-branded chahs for the custom of a mobile population travelling along
major thoroughfares. These independent operations tend to locate off the beaten trail,
serving the needs of their local community. Such locations give rise to repeat sdes,
so the time-path of sales converges rapidly to its long-run value. Hence independent
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operations are typicdy not exposed to a prolonged period of consumer leaming and
lower sales which can ultimately result in failure.
While the theory of spatial branding can explain the higher failure rate on its
own, better explanations c m be had by combining this theory with other awkward
facts of the market which retail chains serve. In this section two alternative but
complementary explanations are briefly outlined.

The Threat of External Appropriation
W l e the very existence of the fianchise contract presumes well-defined rights over
the intellectual capital embodied in the contract, this presumption is often iinjustified.
The laws of intellectual property include the laws of patents, copyright, tradesecrets

and trademarks. In the interest of promoting cornpetition in the market place, the laws
of intellectual property provide only minimal protection to good business concepts.
Unfortunately, it is the business concept which is of primary value to a entrepreneur
who has yet to grow her chain and establish her brandname. The vast majority of
novel business concepts used by retail chains are not grounded in new and useful
machinery or processes. As such, these concepts are typically not of a form which
c m be protected by the laws of patent. Similarly, while the laws of copyright cm
protect the expression of a business concept in the operation manuals of the chain,
such laws provide little or no protection for the concept itself. F'urther, good business
concepts are often apparent to customers-that

is what makes them good. As such,

they typically cannot be protected by the laws of tradesecrets.
Often a new business concept for a retail chah is simply the quick and convenient
provision of an old product or service dressed up in a new and interesting package.
This "packaging" is called a chain's tradedress. A chain's tradedress is usually a
significant part of the whole business concept or format, constituting the chain's
'look and feel". Unfortunately, a chain's tradedress can only find protection under
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the laws of trademark if such dress is (i) nonfunctional and (ii) inherently distinctive
or has acqull-ed secondary meaning.1° However, much of what constitutes a chain's
tradedress is typically considered by the courts to be of a functional nature, being

a component of the product or service being sold, or affecting its cost or quality.
Functional tradedress can find no protection in law of trademark for fear of lessening
competition in the market place.
Nonfunctional tradedress c m find protection if the court considers such dress
to be inherently distinctive. A dress is inherently distinctive if it is "fmciful or
arbitrary", serving to uniquely identifjr the source of the product to consumers. Even
if a tradedress is found to be nonfunctional and inherently distinctive as a whole,
many of the individual components of the dress are free to be copied by potential

and existing competitors. However, much of a chain's tradedress will typically be
"suggestive or descriptive" of the goods or services being provided and, therefore,
not seme to inherently distinguish the source of the goods. Much like the reasoning

which underlies the inability to protect functional tradedress, the courts believe that
to prevent competitors fiom using the same suggestive or descriptive tradedress would
put them at a disadvantage and serve to lessen competition in the market place.
The law does, however, provide for one exception. Even suggestive or descriptive
tradedress can find protection under the laws of trademark if it is nonfunctional and
can be s h o w to have âcquired a "secondary meaning" in the minds of consumers.
This means that the tradedress has, through its use in commerce, corne in fact to
distinguish the source of the product or service."

Once secondary rneaning for a

tradedress can be shown, courts wiU u s u d y extend protection, for to allow others
to use the same dress would serve to confuse consumers and d o w competitors to
1°See, e-g., McCarthy (1984).
l'The "primary meaning" of the tradedress is the meaning usually attached to the object. For
example, golden arches have the primary meaning of "golden arches" and the secondary meaning of
L L M ~ D ~ nrestaurant
d d ' ~ ."
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appropriate any goodwill embodied in such a dress. Nonetheless, protection under
the requirement of secondary meaning is often restricted to the region of commerceLe. where the dress has acquired its source-identifying meaning.l2
These are tough requirements. It means, for example, that novel themeconcepts,
such as a turn-of-the-century motif for a restaurant, although franchisable, will not be
protectable under the laws of intellectual property. In the interest of competition, the
courts will typically let consumers choose which restaurant best fills tbis rnaxket niche.
Many an entrepreneur has lost their good idea to one or more copy-cat chah. For

example, Luxenburg describes the problems Wendy's Hamburger Restaurants faced
when its business format was copied by competitors. He states:
"After Wendy's opened, Judy's, Cindy's, and Andy's began offering
variations on the large-patty theme. The Wendy's concept consisted of

t hicker hamburgers served in restaurants featuring t urn-of- t he-centuxy design motifs. Cindy's sought to bring higher-quality fast food to small towns
in the Southeast that had been overlooked by the national chains. S i p

over Wendy's stores read "Wendy's Old-Fashioned Hamburgers" and displayed a picture of a girl with pigtails tied with ribbons. Cindy's sign said
"Cindy's Ole Time Hamburgers" and featured a picture of a girl whose
hair was tied with a ribbon." (Luxenburg 1985, p. 24)
In part, copy-cat chains are to be expected, for they are a by-product of the market
which retail chains have evolved to serve. Retail chains serve a mobile population,
and it is the very mobility of the population which al1ows good ideas to be spread
12~here
presently exists a debate over a controversial doctrine called "secondary meaning in the
making". This doctrine would allow trade dress to be protected prior to establishg a secondary
meaning for the dress so long as it can be shown that such a meaning is "in the making." The Theory
of Spatial Branding may h d useful application in resolving some issues surrounding the debate. Of
particular relevance, Spatial Branding provides a theoretical link between the size of the c h a h and
the speed of consumer learning.
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between geographic areas. If people were not mobile, there would be little threat of

an individual taking a good idea observed in one region, copying it, and trying to
make it work in another.

The threat of external appropriation by copy-cat chains forces many chains to
adopt a strategy of broad geographic expansion. Yet the theory of spatial branding has

shown that large scale entry and concentrated expansion is required to be successful
in a new area. This provides perhaps the best explanation for the higher failure

rate observed by Bates. If franchisors are more concerned about broad geographical
expansion than developing a particular region sufficiently, the few fianchisees that
establish stores in one area will experience a prolonged period of low sales due to lack
of market penetration, while the franchisor attempts to establish additional franchise
operations in an entirely unrelated area. Speed of convergence is, therefore, being
traded off against breadth of expansion.
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